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Deep Meaning Comix:
The Archetypal World
ofR. Crumb
Harold Schechter

The research for this article was supported in part by a grant from the Faculty Research
Award Program of the City University of New York.

All drawings accompanying this article are reproduced with the permission of R. Crumb.

A

NY ONE attempting a scholarly study of the work of Robert Crumb
- "America's Best-Loved Underground Cartoonist," as he calls
himself- is bound to feel a little ridiculous: throughout his comics,
Crumb is constantly laughing at the idea of his importance and making fun of
those admirers who take his stuff too seriously. In "Underground Hotline,"
for example, he portrays himself as a guest on a counterculture television talk
show. "Bob," says the host, "you've been called one of the few real geniuses
of the new generational culture. Do you agree with that?" "Sure!" he replies.
In "The Many Faces of R. Crumb" ("An Inside Look at the Complex
Personality of the Great Me"), he appears as "Crumb, the long-suffering
patient artist-saint" (complete with stigmata on his pen hand). And Artistic
Comics begins with a biographical sketch {contributed by one "Elton
Fiscus-Powell") which includes the following appraisal of ''The Great Man":

Some of his major works have drawn (and earned) comparisons with
Thomas Eakins, Grant Wood, both Wyeths, and others with solid, and
may we add solidified, American tradition behind them, but also with
Breughel, Bosch, Daumier, Goya, Da Vinci, Dali, even the Elgin
Marbles. I think his streams of inspiration well in part from the intense,
passionate lines of George Grosz, and Toulouse Lautrec, and reaching
further back, to Byzantine Mosaics and Egyptian Bas Reliefs.
No other artist worked in such a range.
7

It is, then, with some trepidation that I offer the following essay - a
Jungian analysis of Crumb's comics. Obviously, Crumb considers the claims
made for his art extravagant enough, without the addition of a paper on the
archetypal patterns in "Stinko the Clown." Nevertheless, the fact remains
that his strips possess a special appeal, exert a fascination that has never, to
my mind, been satisfactorily accounted for. Assessing his achievement, most
critics refer to Crumb's astute social commentary. In his essay "The New
Comics and American Culture," for example, Paul Buhle writes that "Robert
Crumb most thoroughly of all the [underground] artists comprehends,
portrays, and embodies the dilemmas of the middle class." 1 And Thomas
Maremaa, writing in the New York Times Magazine, argues that "What Jules
Feiffer was to the neurotic fifties, Crumb has been to the cultural radicalism
of the late sixties."2
While critics like Buhle and Maremaa are undoubtedly right, they tend to
overlook an important aspect of Crumb's work. For, though Crumb may beas Buhle claims- a "supreme realist," he is realistic only part of the time. In
Zap, Despair, Motor City, Uneeda Comix and others, he does indeed reveal "a
powerful cultural critique of American life."3 But comics like "Eggs Ackley
Among the Vulture Demonesses," "Pete the Plumber," "Stinko's New Car,"
and "The Adventures of Fuzzy the Bunny" reveal something else: that
Crumb's imagination is strikingly mythopoeic. And it is my contention that
Crumb's comics derive a great deal of their force- not from the social satire
they contain -but from the richness of their mythic imagery - from their
archetypal symbolism.
That the "curiously compulsive power" of some comics springs from
archetypes is not a new theory. In 1953, a British psychotherapist named
Alan McGlashan published an article entitled "Daily Paper Pantheon" in
which he argued that characters in certain comic strips (appearing in the
London Daily Mirror) were modern-day incarnations of primordial figures:

Garth and Jane, Jimpy and Captain Reilly-Ffoull: is it possible that
someone on the staff of the Daily Mirror chose those grotesques with
full understanding of what he was doing? It is wildly unlikely. Yet
beyond this, and the even less likely explanation of pure chance, there
lies only one other possibility - that they were chosen by the
uncannily accurate processes of unconscious selection, operating at the
deepest level of the human psyche ....
For these figures are no casual products of the imagination. Faintly,
through all their exploits, vulgar and puerile as they usually are, sounds
the echo of something unimaginably archaic: the adventure cycle of the
early gods.

:!'*****
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Unpalatable though it may be to modern taste, the truth is that we
cannot live without the early gods .... If cast out in the forms of Man's
profoundest apprehensions of them - if Christ and Buddha and Mithra,
if Ashtaroth and Pan are disowned - they nevertheless come back.
However meanly and unrecognizably, they come back to the human
heart whose inevictable tenants they are. And "there all smo.thered up
in shade" they sit, radiating that strange compelling power which is
Man's unconscious tribute to the Unknowable. In the comic strip may
lie concealed the indestructible germ of natural religion.4
Jung himself was aware of the mythological content of the comics. In his
essay "On the Psychology of the Trickster-Figure," he refers to McGlashan's
article and notes that "the figures in comic-strips have remarkable archetypal
analogies."s
Of all contemporary cartoonists, the one who seems most closely in touch
with "those fluid ever-changing changeless archetypes that gloom and glow in
the depths of the archaic psyche"G is Crumb. Even some of his most
"realistic" comics embody archetypal themes. "Whiteman" (Zap #l) is a
prime example. Both Buhle and Maremaa regard it as one of Crumb's best
"cultural critiques" - a satire of the repressed American businessman. This is
true enough. But the story transcends social satire - points away from the
local and "historical toward the universal and mythological."7 A genuinely
symbolic work, it portrays - with remarkable clarity - the confrontation
with that dark personification of "primitive" impulses which Jung calls the
shadow.
The shadow is one of the most important of the archetypal figures. It
symbolizes the "darker half of the human soul, its lower, primitive, instinctual, sensual half."B In dreams, myths, and fairy tales, it appears in a variety of
forms - as the stranger, the Other, the doppelganger, the hostile brother. But
in the fantasies of Americans, Jung discovered, it is most commonly
represented as "a Negro or an Indian."9 According to Jung, self-realization
begins with the acceptance of the personality's shadow side: "The meeting
with oneself," he writes, "is, at first, the meeting with one's own shadow." to
Since it involves the recognition of desires "which appear morally, aesthetically, or intellectually inadmissable and are repressed on account of their
incompatibility," 11 such a "meeting" is extremely threatening. But it is also
extremely important, particularly for those "middle-aged people who, having
been successful in their chosen career, suddenly wake to a feeling of
emptiness and lack of meaning in their lives."l2 For such people, the
integration of the shadow may produce a profound sense of renewal - "an
inner transformation and rebirth into another being." 13
"Whiteman," as the subtitle informs us, is "A Story of Civilization in
Crisis." Its protagonist - the prototypical American businessman - "is on the
verge of a nervous breakdown." Having struggled for years to make it in the
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big city {he likes to think of himself as "A real· hard charger! The man with
the know-how! A citizen on the go!"), he has become divorced from his "real
self deep down inside," and is finding it increasingly ·difficult to control his
"forbidden passions," his "illicit desires." The instinctual part of himself
which he has denied for so long - "the raging lustful beast" within - now
threatens to rise up and overwhelm him, and it is only through the greatest
effort that he manages to keep it in check: "I must maintain this rigid
position or all is lost!" But as depth psychology teaches us, "The deeper the
repression, the more active the dissociated content"14 - and Whiteman is
finally forced to confront the dark, hidden side of his psyche. Walking home
from work one evening, he encounters a parade of black men - archetypal
shadow figures, symbols of the white man's unconscious. Face to face for the
first time with their shadows, most people respond with dread and denial and Whiteman is no exception. Trembling in fear, he turns and runs from the
blacks, but there is no escape. They chase him down, tear off his pants, and as he cowers on the ground - point accusing fingers at him. "You jis' a nigger
like eva body else," they tell him. "C'mon nigger! Yo' got music in yo' soul!
Remember?" Then they run off, inviting him to join their parade (Fig.l). As
Jung points out, the shadow is "not wholly bad," since it contains "primitive
qualities" which can "vitalize and embellish human existence."lS By joining
the parade, Whiteman would be recognizing "the validity of the primitive,
which civilization represses."lG At the end of the story, he is still putting up
a good deal of resistance to the impulses embodied in his shadow - "Foolish
nonsense ... low class ... What's the world coming to?" But Crumb at least
holds out the hope that, someday, Whiteman will be able to accept those
"inadmissable" impulses and achieve a psychic rebirth: "Will Whiteman join
the parade? ... Oh, eventually!"
The meeting with the shadow is portrayed again in "Sky-Hi Comics"
(Zap #0), a kind of abbreviated version of "Whiteman." Bill Ding, an uptight
and (quite literally) square white-collar type is strolling through the city
streets, counting his salary, when three tiny figures - a light bulb, a radio
dial, and a drop of liquid - fall from the sky and break into a song-and-dance
routine. "Come on and turn on, tune in, dro-ho-hop out - that's what you
gotta do!" they sing. Bill does not take kindly to their message, stomping the
little characters to smithereens. But later that night - stood up by his date
and "broken hearted again" - he admits that he "is sick of this rat race." As
he plods home, bottle in hand, he is suddenly greeted by "a wild man" - a
caricature cannibal in grass skirt and bone necklace. Bill is frightened at first
but the black reassures him: "Don't be scared! Gimme some skin baby!" The
last panel shows Bill - with his suit, striped tie, and button-down collar happily shaking hands with the half-naked savage. "It's nevah too late," says
the wild man. "So come on along! Yowsuh!" Having accepted the shadow,
Bill can look forward to a revitalized existence: "This is the beginning of a
new life for me!" (Fig. 2).
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Rebirth seems to be one of Crumb's major obsessions. The theme is
treated most literally in "The Confessions of R. Crumb" (People's Comics).
In that story, the artist goes crashing through the door to "Crumbland" and
fmds himself falling through "an endless black void." "Oh God!" he screams
as he hurtles through the darkness. "I must be dead! There is nothing in here!
NOTHING!!!" (Fig. 3). This ritual death,however, leads to an actual rebirth
as Crumb - suddenly transformed into a bespectacled and mustachioed
infant - pops out between the legs of a zaftig brunette. "Mommy, mommy!
I wuv 'oo!!" he sighs as she snuggles him between her naked breasts.
An even more striking representation of the rebirth archetype can be
found in "Pete the Plumber" (Hytone) - a comic with a strikingly
mythological structure. The story goes as follows. Pete, fed up with his job
and harried at home, decides one day to end it all. Flushing himself down the
toilet, he journeys through a torturous maze of increasingly narrower sewer
pipes until he gets stuck in one. Unable to budge, he begins to panic as the
pressure builds up behind him. Finally - covered from head to toe with
excrement - he explodes into a mysterious chamber inhabited by a bunch of
"shitheads" - men like himself who have tried to commit suicide by taking
"a one-way trip down the bathroom bowl." None of these sorry creatures
knows exactly where he's landed: "I think it's a ftlter - a kind of depository
built into the sewage system," speculates one. "No, no, you got it all wrong!"
another replies. "It's some sort of waiting room for lost souls!" "Feh!" says a
third. "You talk like the turds you are! I think what it is is we've all died and
gone to Hell, that's what!" Regretful now of their suicidal acts, Pete and the
others decide to escape by taking the plunge down the mysterious black hole
in the center of the floor. Once again Pete fmds himself shooting through a
crazy labyrinth of pipes which grow smaller and smaller. This time, though,
he doesn't get stuck, for as the pipes shrink into a network of capillaries, he
feels himself "turning into a jelly" and continues whirling through the tiny
tubes until, nearing the center of the system, he dissolves in a flash of
blinding light. Suddenly, there is a blare of trumpets and Pete comes
rocketing up into the streets, a manhole cover on his head like a halo (Fig. 4).
Borne aloft by angel wings, he and his pals dance across the sky, then march
to loud cheers through the city. At the end of the story, Pete is a new man reinvigorated and self-assured. The final panel shows him striding triumphantly off to work, his faithful companion Plungo ("The Plumber's Friend") at
his side. "Hey boss!" says Plungo. "It's great to be back on th' job! Isn't it?
Huh?" "Yes, Plungo!" Pete replies. "It is at that!"
What makes this story so fascinating is that Pete's adventures correspond
in every respect to the archetypal hero myth which Jungians call "the night
sea journey." Departing from the workaday world, the hero undergoes a "rite
of separation" - often a journey through a labyrinth - and descends into the
kingdom of darkness. There, he passes through an initiatory ordeal, achieves
the boon of spiritual illumination, and returns, transfigured, to the daylight.
This is precisely what happens to Pete - and the precise correspondence
13

between the comic and the myth suggests that what we are dealing with here
is a genuine archetypal revival: i.e., the spontaneous emergence of a
primordial image from the depths of the collective unconscious.
Pete the Plumber is not the only one of Crumb's major characters who
embodies an archetype; on the contrary, mythological figures stand behind
many of his creations. Both Stinko the Clown and Squirrely the Squirrel, for
instance, are incarnations of the trickster-figure. Now, it is true that the
trickster is a very common type in the comics - the Katzenjammer Kids,
Bugs Bunny, and Dennis the Menace are obvious examples. But characters
like these represent extremely watered-down forms of the archetype -they
are all loveable little mischief makers - while Crumb's figures have much
more of the demonic nature of the primordial trickster gods - "brutal,
savage" beings who are continually engaging in "senseless orgies of destruction."! 7 In "Stinko's New Car" (Hytone), the title character spends his
time gleefully slaughtering pedestrians. "Har! Y'shoulda seen wut happened
back there!" he tells the blonde cutie he picks up in his car. "Sum guy wuz
givin' me flack so I ran 'im down! Phaw haw! Ran right over that bozo's
head!! Guphaw haw haw!" And Squirrely the Squirrel spatters acid in the
eyes of Farnsworth the Fox, permanently blinding his old adversary. "Ta ha
ha," laughs Squirrely, as "Farny" screeches in agony. "I love to agitate him!"
(Fig. 5).
Other mythological figures in Crumb's comics include Mr. Natural - an
avatar of the Wise Old Man {though a rather degenerate one: he usually
behaves more like a dirty old man and a wise guy)- and nearly all the female
characters. Crumb has been criticized for his treatment of women, who are
rarely portrayed as real people in his work. As Paul Buhle observes, "For
Crumb, women remain larger than life." IS Another way of putting it is to say
that Crumb is possessed by the Great Mother goddess. With very few
exceptions - Lenore Goldberg, Honeybunch Kaminsky - his women are
either Good or Terrible Mothers. The Good Mother is the positive side of
Magna Mater; she represents nourishment, pleasure, protection, warmth,
comfort- "the refuge for all suffering, the goal of all desire."19 Characters
who embody this aspect of the archetype include: Angelfood McSpade- a
red hot mama with "fahri big laigs," "de biggest tits in town," and a "sweet
jellyroll"; Bigfoot, the female Yetti of Homegrown Funnies- a fur-covered
Earth Mother with whom Whiteman falls desperately in love; and the buxom
Mommy in "The Confessions of R. Crumb," who keeps her "sweet little
Bobby" content by performing fellatio on him. The Terrible Mother, on the
other hand, is the Castrator, the Cannibal Goddess - "the disintegrator of
consciousness," the obliterator of existence.2o Among Crumb's representations of this archetype are: Andrea Ostrich, a razor-beaked groupie who
plunges an ice pick into the head of Fritz the Cat ("Fritz the Cat, Superstar"
in People's Comics); Abigail Alligator, who also appears in "Superstar" and
who is featured on the cover of Arcade #2, leisurely devouring Fuzzy the
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Bunny and one of his friends; and - most striking of all - the "vulture
demonesses"21 who capture Eggs Ackley in Big Ass Comics (Fig. 6). That
Crumb himself is aware of the mythic proportions of his females is evinced by
a drawing in Artistic Comics - a sketch of a woman whose shape is clearly
modelled on that of the "Venus of Willendorr' - the most famous of the
primordial fertility goddesses (Fig. 7).
What gives Crumb's work its power, then, is not only its "outrageous
satire" but its archetypal symbolism. A caricaturist of our culture, he is also a
mythopoeic artist, and the world he portrays is inhabited both by prototypical Americans and primordial gods. His vision, that is to say, is turned
two ways - inward as well as outward - and if his comics are brilliant records
of contemporary society, they also reflect a very different world - i.e., the
collective unconscious, the "timeless and universal" realm of myth.22
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Ethnicity
in Black American Fiction
To make a poet black,
and bid him sing!

Shelby Steele

I

T seems to me that ethnicity in the American context involves two

components: a cultural component and what I will call the "outsider" component. The cultural component consists of those customs, folkways, rituals, and values identified with a particular ethnic group
and the patterns of living unique to the group. Ethnicity and culture are often
considered synonymous, both referring to the shared lifestyle of a social
group. But it is impossible to think of ethnicity in America without
recognizing the alienation that members of ethnic groups experience. Alienation is certainly far less severe for some groups than for others, but in
America it is common to the heritage of them all. The feeling of being outside
the mainstream politically, economically, sociaUy, or psychologically is an
undeniable part of the American ethnic experience. For black Americans,
with little possibility of assimilation, the experience of outsidedness has been
particularly severe and has had a significant impact on .the development of
black American fiction.
Most good writers instinctively use their cultural backgrounds in their
works whether they come from an ethnic, regional, or national culture.
Culture speaks to the rituals and forms life takes, the ways individuals and
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groups play out their lives. The substance of life may be universal, but the
forms the substance takes necessarily vary from one cultural setting to
another. Thus, Faulkner uses the folkways of rural Mississippi, Joyce those of
Catholic Ireland and Langston Hughes those of Harlem. A specific cultural
setting contributes to the sense of reality their work tries to create. But one
factor makes this possible for them: the belief that their own culture is as
valid an expression of the human condition as any other - in a word,
self-acceptance. This is an extremely important belief because it allows them
to move from a point of strength rather than weakness. They can be relaxed
and objective, free of self doubt or feelings of inferiority. Believing in the
fundamental humanity of their own cultural group, they can see in its very
uniqueness that which is universal. The result, in the work of good novelists,
is fiction that has universal appeal yet is richly grounded in specific cultural
detail.
But what of the ethnic writer whose ethnic group is so intensely oppressed
that the very value of his culture is questioned, where in some quarters even
his humanity is questioned? For this writer, there can be no feeling of
security regarding his background. His ethnicity itself is at issue so that he
must be forever explaining, justifying, and defending it. He must answer
charges that exist outside what he might like his work to be. As an artist he is
distracted; his energies are diffused. For writers in this situation, it is usually
the outsider component of ethnicity that becomes their first concern. With
survival at stake, there is no time to render the nuances of one's culture into
literature. There is little time even to recognize one's culture. It is hard to see
anything beyond one's outsidedness.
Until very recently, black American fiction writers found themselves in this
position. As Countee Cullen put it in his famous poem, "Yet I do marvel at
this curious thing: To make a poet black, and bid him sing!"l The irony of
this line lies in the equation of blackness with suffering and alienation, with
outsidedness. No connotation of culture attaches to the word "black." Until
the 1950's, this one dimensional ,view of ethnicity as outsidedness dominated
the development of black American fiction. Even in the Harlem Renaissance
when black writers spoke extensively of black culture, there was still an
overriding preoccupation with the alienation and outsidedness of the black
experience. This preoccupation has had an important effect on the development of black American fiction.
After the Civil War, a black middle class composed largely of former house
slaves and freed blacks began to emerge in America for the first time. Later
they were labeled the "Talented Tenth" by W.E.B. Dubois. Their strategy for
survival in a racist society was simply to assimilate. They sought to separate
themselves from the black masses by identifying themselves with the most
conservative traditions of Western culture. They were genteel in their manners
and Calvinistic in their ethics. Hard work, sexual repression, Victorian
manners, and rigid standards of propriety were their norm. Their goal was to
convince upper class whites that they could be just like them, except for
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color. Whites would then see the irrationality of their racism and grant
equality to this "exceptional" class of blacks. As Robert Bone says, "They
were trying to breach caste with class."2 Implicit in their strategy was the
complete denial of black culture.
Many of the first black fiction writers emerged from this class, and often
their work expressed the Talented Tenth's aspirations in both theme and
style. Charles Chesnutt and Paul Laurence Dunbar are the two best known
writers of this period (1890-1910). Chesnutt's novel, House Behind the
Cedars, shows thematically and stylistically an allegiance to the Talented
Tenth. The central plot device of this novel is called the tragic mullato motif,
which was a very popular device among the early assimilationist black writers.
The novel's heroine, Rena, is of light enough complexion to pass for white
and is extremely beautiful. Her older brother, who has already passed and
become a prominent "white" lawyer in a far off town, takes her away from
their obviously black mother and educates her in an exclusive finishing school
for young southern women. She becomes the essence of southern refinement.
"Her graceful movements, the quiet elegance with which she wore even the
simplest gown, the easy authoritiveness with which she directed the servants
... proofs of superior quality ."3 Significantly, the author elsewhere suggests
that her beauty matches the ancient Greek standard. The next inevitable step
is that George Tryon, the son of a wealthy and prominent southern family,
falls in love with her and proposes marriage. But, as always happens in the
tragic mullato motif, the secret of her race is discovered on the eve of her
marriage. From this point on there is only tragedy. Rejected by Tryon, Rena
goes back to her mother, teaches school for a while but now feels even more
out of place among blacks than she had among whites. The end, like most of
what goes before, is strongly melodramatic. Just ,as Tryon finally decides that
love is more important than anything else and that he will marry her, she dies
of brain fever.
Though the story is hardly tragic for the modern reader, Chesnutt's
intention was that it be so. The tragedy for Chesnutt is that this girl who, like
the talented tenth generally, has mastered every nuance of white culture is
purged from it because of that infamous single drop of black blood. Chesnutt
clearly intends the novel to work as a protest against the unfairness of caste
distinctions as opposed to class distinctions.
Other characteristics also indicated the closeness of the assimilationist
writers with the spirit of the Talented Tenth. Both Chesnutt and Dunbar
wrote in an ornate Victorian prose style that was outdated even in their own
time. And Dunbar wrote more than one novel with only white characters.
Even his autobiographical novel, The Uncalled, had only white characters.
Though racial disguise was often required by publishers, ethnicity for these
writers had nothing whatever to do with culture. It had only to do with the
position of blacks as outsiders in American society. Their work sought to
expose the irrationality of this and very little else. They blindly accepted
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Western culture and neglected their own, refusing to recognize that their own
people had by this time developed an Afro-American culture of great
importance.
The next important movement in black fiction was hardly assimilationist.
The period from 1920 to 1930, known as the Harlem Renaissance, saw black
writers reject assimilation and the values of the Talented Tenth for what they
called cultural duality and racial pride. There is no question but that the
writers of this period were deeply interested in their ethnicity from a cultural
point of view. They felt that the strategy of assimilation was futile and
demeaning in its denial of self. They rejected the Talented Tenth and
identified with the black masses and the way of life they represented. In place
of a repressive Calvinistic ethical system, they espoused a freer morality based
on love, spontaneity, and uninhibited emotions. They rejected the work ethic
and reavowed their ancestral ties to Africa. Their expressed purpose was to
reaffirm the beauty and richness of Afro-American culture.
In this sense the Harlem Renaissance seems to contradict my thesis that
black fiction only recently began to express the cultural component of
ethnicity. And to an extent this is quite true. They were the first group of
black writers to see not only the value of their own culture but also to
understand its literary possibilities. But on closer examination it is clear that
in the fiction of this period the outsider component is still the dominant
force. This gets us into the hard-to-prove area of motives. My feeling is that
the Harlem Renaissance was born as much out of an impulse to react against
the assimilationist stance of the Talented Tenth as it was out of any desire to
celebrate black American culture for its own sake. Most of these writers were
the sons and daughters of the rising black middle class, and as Robert Bone
says, "In psychological terms, they were rebelling against their fathers and
their father's way of life."4 The celebration of black culture was often a
means of rebelling against the duplicity and self debasement they perceived in
the black middle class and the racist stereotypes of blacks that came from
white America. So again, much of the fiction of this movement was
concerned with the external issue of black culture. There was celebration but
it was pointed celebration, often defensive and frequently chauvinistic. The
writer's perceptions of his culture had to be maneuvered into a fictional
world that supported his need to react. Beneath his new found concern for
his culture was the same problem of his outsidedness pulling him away from
cultural celebration into polemics.
The strategy of much of the fiction of this period involved embracing the
stereotypes of blacks that racist whites had always put forth, but treating
them positively rather than negatively. The lazy, shiftless negro became a
kind of hero who responded to the spontaneous urgings of his own heart
rather than the boss' time clock. The low-life blues singer became a sensitive
artist, and the woman of loose morals became a woman in tune with the
natural needs of her own body. Conversely, blacks or whites who showed
loyalty to middle-class values were seen as frigid, repressed, and sterile. The
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lines were clearly drawn. The heroes and heroines were low-life, their
adversaries middle class. There was also the general feeling that rural life was
more natural and better for blacks than the fast-paced urban life.
Many of these themes are present in the novel Banjo by Claude McKay.
The hero, Banjo, is a black vagabond who travels the world on tramp steamers
working only enough to support himself. He is the typical Renaissance hero.
He is guided in life by his feelings alone and is completely uninterested in the
trappings of civilization. As his name suggests, he is a masterful banjo player
in the southern blues style. (This links him both with black music, which also
went through a renaissance during this period, and with southern rural roots.)
Ray, who is Banjo's intellectual counterpart in the novel, admires in him all
the qualities the Harlem Renaissance represented. Ray would like to be as
free as Banjo but his intellectuality inhibits him. As Banjo tells him, "Youse a
book fellah and you' mind might tell you to do one thing and them books
persweahs you to do another."s
The relationship between Banjo and Ray reveals the central weakness in
the novel and, on a broader level, the fiction of the Harlem Renaissance. Ray,
the intellectual, the writer, places himself in an almost worshipful relationship
with Banjo, the poor, black mass man. He becomes the novel's publicist,
forever justifying and explaining Banjo's behavior in accordance with the
themes of the Harlem Renaissance. Often he does this at his own expense,
"The more Ray mixed in the rude anarchy of the lives of the black boys loafmg, singing, bumming, playing, dancing, loving, working - and came to
the realization of how close-linked he was to them in spirit, the more he felt
that they represented more than he or the cultured minority the irrepressible
exuberance and legendary vitality of the black race."6 McKay's goal, through
Ray, is not a simple appreciation of black culture; it is to present black
culture as an antidote to the sterility of the Talented Tenth and the racism of
white America. Culture in this novel is reduced to a polemical tool. In the end
Banjo escapes the repressive hand of the authorities and continues to live life
on his own terms. The irrepressibly human wins out over the system. But it is
all too neat and Banjo becomes the stuff of legend rather than realistic
fiction.
The dominance of the outsider component of ethnicity is even more clear
in the protest movement in black fiction that followed the Harlem Renaissance. Protest had always played a part in black fiction but from the late
thirties to the early fifties it was the dominant mode of black writing. The
dean of protest fiction in America was Richard Wright and he, along with
others like Chester Himes, Ann Petry and William Gardener Smith became
known as the Wright School. The first purpose of their fiction was to protest
the unjust social conditions blacks live under in America. They were
unequivocal in this. All else was secondary. Their formative years were during
the Depression and, like many writers during this period, they were involved
with the Communist Party - Wright more deeply than the others. So the
times in which they lived, their exposure to socialist ideas and, in some cases,
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a personal background of poverty and deprivation combined to make them
the most socially conscious group of black writers that had yet appeared.
The protest writers responded exclusively to the outsider component of
their ethnicity. Protest fiction is an exploration of the outsidedness of the
ethnic hero combined with an attempt to motivate the reader toward social
change. To dwell on what was beautiful and enduring in the culture could
diffuse the protest. The reader might say, "Oh, that's touching. They're not
so bad off after all." So the black protest writer was trapped by his own
motives into showing how painful and tragic the black experience was, how
bad it all was. To achieve this he had to make his heroes helpless victims, men
who were defeated by a racist and unjust society. Though this met the
immediate requirements of protest, it ultimately led to an image of blacks, as
people, that was far from complimentary. If one saw the heroes of these
novels as representative, blacks came off looking desperate, weak and
mentally inferior. Thus the black protest writer was caught in an irony: in his
demand for equality there was an indirect admission of inferiority. This
irony, born of an exclusive concern with outsidedness, characterized the
fiction of the protest period.
Wright's famous novel Native Son is an example. The hero, Bigger Thomas,
is made savage by a harsh ghetto background. Wright makes every effort to
show the hopelessness and deprivation of his environment so that when he
fmally murders the white girl, Mary Dalton, we see that he is driven to it by
this environment. His family and friends are seen as backward and bitter, his
mother relying on Christianity as an opiate, his friends plotting hopeless
small-time robberies to survive. Except for the distant admiration of his
younger brother, there is little love within his family. What love he shares
with his girlfriend, Bessie, ends when the pressures of his flight from the
police drive him to murder her. In the course of the novel, there is hardly one
positive image of" black life.
Native Son is a novel without much of a cultural setting. Wright's intention
was to register "the horror of negro life in the United States." This he
certainly achieves, but fmally this view is glaringly onesided, for there must
be more to black life than horror. In his autobiography, Block Boy, Wright
makes a very telling comment. "Whenever I thought of the essential bleakness
of black life in America, I knew that Negroes had never been allowed to catch
the full spirit of Western civilization, that they lived somehow in it but not of
it. And when I brooded upon the cultural barrenness of black life, I wondered
if clean, positive tenderness, love, honor, loyalty and the capacity to
remember was native with man."s It is startling to hear a writer of Wright's
achievement speak so despairingly of his own people. Feeling this way, he cut
himself off entirely from the cultural component of his ethnicity.
In the early 1950's there was a strong reaction among black writers against
protest fiction. The work of Ralph Ellison, William Demby, James Baldwin,
and a few others marked the turning point. In their work, the outsider
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component ceased to dominate for the first time. It did not disappear, nor
could it realistically. But it no longer defined the substance and form of their
work.
Of all the factors that contributed to this change, the most important must
be the new sense of self-acceptance these writers exhibited. They, like good
writers before them, came to accept their culture as valid - as valid as any
other. This was essential. Without genuine self-acceptance, it was impossible
to do more than imitate others or protest one's condition. With it the
perceptive writer could freely explore himself and his culture without limit.
He could embrace and use the cultural component of his ethnicity as the
natural source material of his art. This did not mean that he could no longer
protest, nor did it mean that he was obligated to write exclusively about his
culture. It simply meant he had nothing left to prove. For the black writer of
the fifties and after to argue for the humanity of his people or the validity of
his culture would be repetitive and demeaning. Those burdens had already
been carried.
Involved in self-acceptance is the recognition of one's commonality with all
of humanity. And as black writers have recognized this, the focus in their
work has inevitably shifted from a strict concern with ethnicity itself to
broader, more universal themes. These themes are still grounded in the
specific cultural background of black life, but in the best fiction there is now
an effort to universalize themes, to show the connections between black life
and life in general. Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison is a case in point. In the
manners, rituals, and life styles of black people, Ellison saw universal issues. It
is only a slight exaggeration to say that he used Black American culture and
life as a metaphor for the human condition. His hero struggles as a black to
fmd an identity, but more deeply he struggles as a man to find meaning in a
less than reasonable world. And the problem of outsidedness is as central to
this novel as it is to Wright's Native Son, but here it works on more than just
a racial level. Ultimately it is shown to be part of the experience of all men.
Ellison meticulously universalizes his hero's struggle. The novel is framed
and focused by mythic themes that give the experience of this young black
American a continuity with the classic stories of man's struggle. One of these
is the journey motif - the symbolic journey from innocence to self
knowledge. As in Homer's classic journey fable, The Odyssey, the development of Invisible Man is episodic, each episode representing an island with
certain challenges to be overcome and lessons to be learned. The invisible man
begins his journey with the innocent belief that he is visible, that the world
will see and appreciate his individuality. However, the episodes he lives
through quickly reveal otherwise. In one, he is thrown out of college for
essentially being honest with one of the school's wealthy white patrons. He
obeys the man's request and introduces him to a poor black share cropper
who has impregnated both his wife and daughter. Dr. Bledsoe, the black
college president, is embarrassed by the incident and throws the invisible man
out of school without hesitation and without the slightest regard for his
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individuality. After several other equally humiliating episodes, the invisible
man not only understands that he is invisible, but also that invisibility, used
consciously, can afford him the freedom to maneuver his life along lines of
his own choosing. His journey, which began in innocence, led to a deeper
understanding of himself and his relationship to the world. Race was only one
of the individual variables in this timeless journey. In case the reader
mistakenly sees the novel as relating only to the black experience, Ellison has
the narrator say in the last line of the novel: "Who knows but that, on the
lower frequencies, I speak for you?"9
Ellison also saw in the traditional forms of black culture themes that were
commonly associated with contemporary western culture. A particularly
interesting example of this is the connection he makes in Invisible Man
between the blues and existentialism. Ellison has written extensively and
perceptively on the blues and there can be little doubt that his understanding
of them has been very important in his fiction. The blues, as he defines them,
are, " ... a autobiographical chronicle of personal catastrophes expressed
lyrically ."1 o The blues are a personal confrontation with one's own pain.
Their purpose is to explore the most painful "episodes of a brutal experience" and "to transcend ... by squeezing from it a near-tragic, near-comic
lyricism."ll This, of course, is exactly what Invisible Man strives to do. The
hero, who is writing (singing) about his life from an underground room,
unflinchingly explores the most humiliating episodes of his life. One could
also show that he very often achieves a "near tragic, near-comic lyricism."
However, what is important from the existential point of view is the
matter of transcendence. By transforming his pain into lyricism, into art, the
blues singer essentially redefines and, thereby, transcends his pain. He makes
it manageable. This act of redefinition and transcendence, in the terminology
of contemporary western thought, is existential. It involves the individual
making meaning for himself against a backdrop of meaninglessness. Through a
study of the blues, Ellison identifies a point where an indigenous black
American art form intersects with one of the most well-known ideas in
modern western thought. In the end the invisible man comes to the
conclusion that " ... the mind that has conceived a plan for living must never
loose sight of the chaos against which that pattern was conceived."l2 It is an
existential insight, calling for the individual to make his own plan of living
against the chaos in which he exists. But the insight comes not from the
philosophy of existentialism, but only after the long, meticulous, blues-like
probing of his own pain. By looking at the traditions of his own culture, by
bearing down on them until their essences were revealed, Ellison was able to
show their commonality with the thoughts and world views of other men.
Only his willingness to go beyond the outsider component of his ethnicity
and to look seriously at his own culture made it possible for him to discover
both the uniqueness and the universality of black life.
Since Ellison, most of the serious black fiction authors have chosen to
write from the cultural component rather than the outsider component,
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which means they have looked at black life directly rather than exclusively
through the prism of black-white racial conflict. Generally, they explore and
examine, rather than polemicize or advocate. A large group of these writers
began to emerge in the late sixties and early seventies. Some of them are:
Alice Walker, Ernest Gaines, James Alan McPherson, Barry Beckham, John
Wideman, Ishmael Reed, AI Young, and Toni Morrison. I will briefly discuss
two, Toni Morrison and AI Young, who, I think, are representative.
Toni Morrison's second novel, Sula, is, on one level, a study of how a small
black community in rural Ohio deals with evil. Evil is personified in the
novel's main character, Sula, who grows from childhood to womanhood in
the course of the novel and who is, throughout her life, a source of pain and
death to those around her. Sula's evil is born of her indifference to life. She
dies in bed in the middle of a yawn and leads what the author calls an
"experimental life," tampering with herself and others merely to see what
will happen.13 She both gives and takes pain with equal ease. In one scene
she cuts off the tip of her fmger to stop a group <?f white boys from molesting
her and her girl friend Nel on the way home from ~chool. "If I can do this to
myself, what you suppose I'll do to you?"14 Another time she watches with
detached fascination as her mother's dress catches on fu:e and burns her to
death. "I stood there watching her bum and was thrilled. I wanted her to
keep on jerking like that, to keep on dancing."15 In this same spirit of cold
experimentation, she and Nel indifferently throw a young neighbor boy into
a river and watch him drown. Years later, after they are adults, Sula sleeps
with Nel's husband, though she does not love him, and ruins the marriage.
Nothing is sacred for Sula and she is utterly without fear. The s~all black
community in which she lives comes to see her as evil. Her return to the
community after a long absence is preceded by a destructive plague of robins
that the people take as an omen of connection with the devil.
As the novel develops, a tension is set up between Sula and the
community. She sleeps freely with several of the husbands, puts her
grandmother .out of the house she has lived in all her life. And there are
always the rumors, some true, some not, about her mother's death and the
strange birth mark on her face. How will they deal with her? Will she leave?
Will she be forced out? The answer is that nothing is done. She stays and no
one presumes to tell her not to. The community accepts her presence as
inevitable. As the narrator says, "The presence of evil was something to be
frrst recognized, then dealt with, survived, outwitted, triumphed over."16
There is no naive belief that evil can somehow be removed from the
community or from life. In fact, the presence of evil binds them together and
urges them, in a negative way, to be more responsible people. "Their
conviction of Sula's evil changed them iri accountable yet mysterious ways.
Once the source of their personal misfortune was identified, they had leave to
protect and love one another. They began to cherish their husbands and
wives, protect their children, repair their homes and in general band together
against the devil in their midst."l7
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One of Morrison's goals in this novel is to show the particular way black
people have traditionally handled a problem that is common to all. To
oversimplify, her point is that blacks have realized that evil is an inevitable
part of life that has to be lived with. Underlying this acceptance of evil is the
quality of endurance. Ultimately, the novel is a celebration of this quality. In
the end, long after Sula is dead, several members of the community are killed
in a freak accident at a construction site where they go to protest the
construction company's racist hiring policies. For this small black community, it is a holocaust that touches several families. It is the same
indifferent, capricious, god-like evil of Sula magnified ten times. The
community is devastated. But Morrison immediately shifts the scene several
years into the future, and we see that the community has not only endured
but is also thriving. We see blacks working in dime stores and banks - jobs
they could never have had before. The evil of the past has been survived. The
· suffering blacks have endured has robbed them of illusion. Life is what it is,
Morrison seems to be saying. There is no way to run from it.
The work of AI Young reflects the same self-acceptance. His most recent
novel, Sitting Pretty, revolves around a character, Sidney J. Prettymon, who
is a kind of antihero. Sitting Pretty, as he is called, is a ftfty-five year old
homespun philosopher who lives in the transient Blue Jay Hotel, has over two
hundred unpaid parking tickets and very little else to show for his struggle in
life. Only his adult children from a marriage he walked out on give him
anything tangible to be proud of. The son, Aristotle, has become a very
competent lawyer, and the daughter, Cornelia, has married well and given him
two grandchildren. In the year of his life that the novel covers, Sitting Pretty
is in the middle of a late middle-age crisis in which he is trying to come to
terms with his life and decide how to go on. He cuts down on his wine habit,
gets a job and keeps it, serves weekend time in jail to pay off the parking
tickets and makes a concerted effort to re-establish ties with his children and
his former wife, who is suffering from cancer.
Sitting Pretty is a kind of black American Everyman, a common man with
human weaknesses but also with the heart to struggle against the confusion in
society and within himself. As he says, " ... all of us go in down slow ... But
I keep tryna move on."la The novel is clearly a celebration of this character
who Young sees as representative of what might be called a black silent
majority - the middle-aged blacks who came along before the sixties, whose
lifestyle was never glorified or vilified in the media, who were too busy
working to be involved in political movements, who simply lived an
unnoticed life of struggle. The most persistent quality in Sitting Pretty's
character is the human compassion his own struggle in life has bred into hin1;
In one scene he and a friend end up in the apartment of two white girls after
a night of carousing in San Francisco. Worried about his former wife's cancer,
Sitting Pretty ignores the girls and falls asleep while his friend makes noisy
love in the next room. But just as he falls asleep, the other girl slips into his
bed and says she is lonely. She doesn't want to make love (she is in her
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period), but only wants him to hold her. Though it is difficult, he
accommodates. " ... ICs times when people - and more especially strangers
- need to touch in a way that aint got much to do with gettin in one nother's
pants. Sometimes all you need is a taste of that easy, simple kinda contact
that help you blot out - for a few hours anyway - how painful the stupid
world is."l9 Normally there would be irony in this brief encounter - the
oppressed old black man consoling the young privileged daughter of his
oppressor. But the irony is mitigated by their common human need and by
the compassion that allows Sitting Pretty to see that common need. Again,
Young is celebrating this quality in Sitting Pretty and, through him, in that
much overlooked generation of blacks whose fundamental humaneness has
often been falsely called Uncle Tomism.
It is acceptance of his culture as a valid and complete expression of the
human condition that makes it possible for Young to discover the material
and themes of this novel. It allows him to look beyond the outsidedness of
the black experience.
I do not mean in this paper to condemn black writing dominated by the
outsider component of ethnicity. There are obvious social realities that made
the development of this literature necessary and inevitable. My point is only
that the outsider component is not a sufficient focus to support a broad and
varied cultural literature. After a time, even though the social causes for its
existence may be only slightly mitigated, outsidedness, as a literary focus,
tends to circle in on itself and become tiredly one dimensional. Literature
must evolve or it dies. The black writer must finally "sing" despite his
blackness; he must see his humanity despite those who do not. I believe the
most recent generation of black writers is doing just this.
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The Suppression

of the Free Speech:

Bettina Aptheker

I

N the post-Reconstruction era, black people in the Southern states
were systematically stripped of their civil and political rights. By the
turn of the century, "every Southern state had [succeeded] in
reducing the black man to a political cipher," and, as one legal scholar put it,
the fifteenth amendment granting black male suffrage "lay mortally wounded
beside him." 1 While much has been written about these violations of the civil
rights of black people, insufficient attention has been focused on the denial
of their civil liberties and, in particular, their first amendment rights. Indeed,
the institutionalization of segregation, which took place between 1880 and
1920, brought with it the emasculation of the philosophical and practical
foundations of civil liberties. A striking example of this subversion of
constitutional intent involved the suppression of the Memphis Free Speech, a
newspaper owned and edited by a black woman.

This paper was presented to a panel on Freedom of Speech at the Western
Speech-Communication Association Convention in San Francisco, November
23,1976.
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Ida B. Wells
and the
Memphis Lynching, 1892

Ida B. Wells {1864-1931} was. one of the first women of the black race to
edit and publish her own newspaper. The events which led to its suppression
began with the lynching of three black men in Memphis on March 9, 1892.
One of the men, Thomas Moss, was a particularly close friend, although she
knew all of the victims. A series of racist provocations fmally culminated in
the triple slaying.
The Peoples' Grocery Store, as it was called, was located on the curve of
Walker Avenue and Mississippi Boulevard on the south side of Memphis. It was
a joint stock grocery store owned by several of the prominent black citizens
of Memphis. The lynch victims were all associated with the store: Calvin
McDowell was a clerk; Will Stewart was a stockholder; and Tom Moss served
as president of the corporation. The Peoples' Store was situated across the
street from another grocery store, owned by whites and operated by one
W.H. Barrett. Competition between the two was stiff, but the Peoples' Store
enjoyed a slight advantage. Barrett engineered several violent incidents between himself and the black proprietors in an effort to discredit his
competitors, then he went before the Shelby County grand jury and sought
an indictment against the officials of the People's Grocery Store for
maintaining a public nuisance.
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An indictment was returned and on the night of March 5th, sheriffs
deputies dressed in civilian clothing descended upon the store to make their
arrests. The black proprietors, fearing an armed assault by a white mob, had
armed themselves and other supporters. All were stationed inside the
building, poised for the expected assault. Without identifying themselves or
their mission, the sheriffs men attacked the store. A brief battle ensued in
which three deputies were wounded. The sheriffs men regained the offensive
and took the building. Most of the black defenders fled, but Moss, Stewart,
and McDowell were arrested and held on the original warrant.
Memories of the 1866 race riot in Memphis burned bright in the minds of
all. In that riot which had lasted for three days, roving bands of white men,
many of them in police uniform, had killed forty-six Negroes (most of them
Union Army veterans) and two white radical Reconstructionists; another
seventy-five black men were wounded; five black women were raped; ninety
homes, twelve schools, and four churches were burned. Several white people,
especially teachers of black children, were driven from the city. Against this
backdrop of racial violence and in the aftermath of the shoot-out at the
Peoples' Grocery Store, Memphis became a walking arsenal. The black
community and Negro militia of the State of Tennessee, however, were
disarmed by a court order issued by a Judge DuBose.
At three o'clock in the morning, four days after the shoot-out, nine or ten
white men, believed to be sheriffs deputies, dragged Tom Moss, Calvin
McDowell, and Will Stewart out of the county jail. They took them a mile
north to a vacant lot next to the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad tracks and
shot them dead.
Reaction in the black community was swift. Angry resolutions issued from
all quarters. Condemning the murders, demands were made that the killers be
arrested and brought to trial. Thousands attended memorial services for Moss,
McDowell and Stewart. The funeral procession was the largest in Memphis
history and became, in fact, an eloquent and dignified appeal for justice. With
racial tension mounting and with no redress apparently possible, an organized
black exodus from the city of Memphis commenced. An estimated two
thousand persons fled, traveling westward toward Oklahoma.
At the time of the Memphis lynchings, Ida B. Wells published the only
black newspaper in the city. The Free Speech was designed to reach the mass
of black folk. "We printed the Free Speech on pink paper to make it
distinctive to a great many people who could not read," Wells explained.2
Describing her style in general, Wells said: "I wrote in a plain, common-sense
way on the things which concerned our people. Knowing that their education
was limited, I never used a word of two syllables where one would serve the
purpose."3
In the weeks following the lynching, Wells wrote successive editorials
demanding that the murderers be arrested and tried. The Free Speech voiced
the sentiments of the black community. Typical of Wells' editorial comments
was this appeal:
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The good colored citizens of Memphis who have been interested in
and worked for the prosperity of the city; who stood by the white
people when the [yellow fever] plague of '78 and '79 threatened to
sweep the town from the face of the earth, demand that the murderers
of Calvin McDowell, Will Stewart and Tom Moss be brought to justice.
We ask this in the name of God and in the name of the law we have
always obeyed and upheld and intend to uphold and obey in the
future.4
The Free Speech also encouraged and supported the exodus from
Memphis. In addition to expressing the anger and frustration of the black
community, the exodus served as a painful economic sanction against the
white Memphis establishment. Indeed, Wells reported that "business was
practically at a standstill."S
The beginning of the end for Ida B. Wells in Memphis came when a
white-owned paper, the Daily Commercial Appeal, published an editorial
entitled, "More Rapes, More Lynchings," on May 17, 1892. The editorial
condemned all black men as rapists and claimed that there was no longer
any restraint "upon the brute passion of the Negro." The only recourse for
white people, the Commercial editors said, was to kill the offending
Negroes in the most brutal manner possible in order to dissuade others of
their race from committing the same crime. The editorial concluded this
way:
Nothing but the most prompt, speedy and extreme punishment can
hold in check the horrible bestial propensities of the Negro race ... The
crime of rape is always horrible, but for the Southern man there is
nothing which so fills the soul with horror, loathing and fury as the
outraging of a white woman by a Negro.6
Rising to defend the integrity of black manhood, Ida Wells responded
editorially in the May 21st issue of the Free Speech:
Eight Negroes.lynched since the last issue of the "Free Speech"- one
at Little Rock, Ark., last Saturday morning where the citizens broke
into the penitentiary and got their man; three near Anniston, Ala., one
near New Orleans; and three at Clarksville, Ga., the last three for killing
a white man, and five on the same old racket - the new alarm about
raping white women. The same programme of hanging, then shooting
bullets into the lifeless bodies was carried out to the letter.
Nobody in this section of the country believes the old thread-bare lie
that Negro men rape white women. If Southern white men are not
careful, they will over-reach themselves and public sentiment will have a
reaction; a conclusion will then be reached which will have a very
damaging effect on the moral reputation of their women. 7
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Having intimated that white women could be sexually attracted to black
men, Ida Wells and her business manager, J. L. Fleming, now faced the full
fury of the white press and the mob itself. The editors of the Commercial and
another Memphis paper, the Evening Scimitar, assumed that Mr. Fleming had
written the offending editorial. The Scimitar editorial response of May 25th
was an open call to violence against the Free Speech editors:
Patience under [these] circumstances is not a virtue. If the negroes
themselves do not apply the remedy without delay it will be the duty
of those whom he has attacked to tie the wretch who utters such
calumnies to a stake at the intersection of Main and Madison strs.,
brand him in the forehead with a hot iron and perform upon him a
surgical operation with a pair of tailor's shears. a
Following this advice and similar calls to violence which appeared in the
Commercial, some of the more prominent white businessmen in Memphis
gathered at the Cotton Exchange Building on the evening of May 27th. The
lynching of Wells and Fleming was openly discussed. J. L. Fleming fled before
the Scimitar's proposal could be implemented. Ida B. Wells, in Philadelphia
attending a general conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church,
never returned to Memphis. The offices of the Free Speech were sacked,
creditors took possession of what was left, and Ida B. Wells was warned that
if she returned to Memphis she would die. With that, "the Free Speech was as
if it had never been," Wells wrote from New York City five months later.9
Having been driven from Memphis, Ida Wells moved to New York City and
joined the staff of the most influential black newspaper in the country at that
time, the New York Age. Her twice weekly columns, written under the pen
name of "lola," were devoted to exposes of lynch terror in the South. They
were universally acclaimed, and she soon gained the reputation in the black
community as the "princess of the press."lO Typical were the comments of
Frederick Douglass who told Wells "what a revelation of existing conditions
in the South" her stories had been to him.ll
Ida B. Wells traveled extensively through the United States and England in
an effort to ·garner support for an international crusade against lynching.
Wells' experience in Memphis had convinced her that lynching had nothing to
do with crime. This was the message she sought to bring to the world:
Like many another person who had read of lynching in the South, I
had accepted the idea meant to be conveyed - that although lynching
was irregular and contrary to law and order, unreasoning anger over the
terrible crime of rape led to the lynching; that perhaps the brute
deserved death anyhow and the mob was justified in taking his life.
But Thomas Moss, Calvin McDowell and Will Stewart had ...
committed no crime against white women. This is what opened my eyes
to what lynching really was. An excuse to get rid of Negroes who were
1
acquiring wealth-and property and thus keep the race terrorized.l2
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In her Red Record published in 1895, Wells estimated that in the thirty
years since the end of the Civil War, ten thousand black men and women had
been lynched in the Southern states. She concluded that much of this was an
effort by white financiers in the North and former slave-owners in the South
to disfranchise the black male population and establish their political
hegemony over the region.l3
During her lifetime, Ida Wells published several more pamphlets and
books, and hundreds of articles which detailed lynching atrocities and mob
violence. Most important was a book which she partially wrote, edited, and
compiled for distribution at the World's Fair in Chicago in 1893. She and
Frederick Douglass, manning a table at the entrance to the Fair in Jackson
Park, sold twenty thousand copies.l4 Her autobiography, Crusade for Justice,
was edited and published posthumously by her daughter, Alfreda M. Duster.
In 1898 Ida B. Wells led a Congressional delegation to see President
William McKinley to protest the murder of the black postmaster and his
infant son in Lake City, South Carolina. She urged President McKinley to
press for federal anti-lynching legislation. The President took no action. This
was the frrst of many delegations organized by Ida B. Wells to see Presidents,
Governors, Senators, and Congressmen. But no federal anti-lynching legislation was ever passed by the Congress of the United States despite forty years
of protest by the black community. Ida B. Wells served as the chairman of the
Anti-Lynching Bureau of the National Afro-American Council for many
years. She was also a founding member of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
Ida Wells' writings shaped the political contours of the anti-lynching
crusade and significantly influenced the character of the black woman's
movement in the United States. She insisted that the only effective challenge
to lynching was one which disabused the black-man-as-rapist syndrome.
Detailing one atrocity after another, Wells argued that seventy-five percent of
the lynch victims were never even accused of rape by their white assailants;
that some white women preferred the company of black men {she named
names, dates and places); and that black women, who were frequently raped
by white men - a practice stemming from the institutionalization of rape
under slavery - never knew the benefits of so-called Southern chivalry.
The violent suppression of the Memphis Free Speech in 1892 was symbolic
of the repeated assaults on civil and human rights which have, to such an
extent, characterized the black experience in the New World. Further, it is
illustrative of the extent to which racism has been used to subvert the
Constitution of the United States. Indeed, under the racist and male
supremacist guise of protecting the purity of white womanhood, the businessmen of Memphis, in fact, ravished the fust amendment.
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Muckraking
the
Educational System

Edward Laurie

T

HE American educational system has not for a long time been

primarily concerned with education. Rather, it has turned its
attention to the processes of certification. Anyone who can read
reasonably well can take himself to the nearest public library and with
diligent study become well-educated. There is no need to pay any money at
all to achieve effective knowledge. An occasional over-due book fine might
well be the sum total of one's costs. Why the schools, then? Because most
modern students do not want to be educated - they want to be certified
intelligent and trained. They want records which show they have endured a
number of years of exposure to some kind of information, right or wrong, in
some kind of formal institution. They want diplomas because they are
synonymous with union cards - the ticket through the gates to competition
for the higher economic rewards of bureaucratic life. Students might achieve
an education along with certification if they are hard working, lucky, or
inquisitive, but it is not necessary.
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Corporations and the business world have been, in good measure, responsible for the certification procedures. A bachelor's degree gains entrance into
corporate management training programs. A master's degree guarantees
entrance to ever higher management levels. If the degrees come from Harvard
College or Stanford University, one is assumed to be more capable than
colleagues from lesser institutions. If one can bluff reasonably well, is a
natural snob, and clever at arranging for others to carry the blame for
misdeeds, he or she may rise to the giddy top of the corporate structure.
Harvard and Stanford and the other prestige institutions are helped in this
business of success and academic snobbery because most of the students who
attend these institutions already have their jaws firmly clamped around the
handles of a host of silver spoons. Their parents are, and have long been,
entrenched in the management circles of government, business, and higher
education. Even the President of Stanford University has recently worried, in
the press, about the absence of the middle class from that august campus. The
poor can get on the campus by qualifying for scholarships - sometimes on
the basis of intelligence, sometimes on the basis of race, creed, or sex. The
rich do not require assistance. The middle class must send their children to
the lesser institutions- they are not poor enough to get scholarships but are
too poor to afford the fees.
Such institutional certification represents certain desired values for the
corporation or the school or government bureaucracy. First, it indicates
docility. In order to survive some sixteen to twenty years of boredom and
intellectual punishment, a rather fair degree of dedicated docility is required.
One must sit and listen and make copious notes and never never debate too
strongly, question too loudly, or challenge the conventional wisdom of the
schools.
Second, certification indicates consistent application of energy without
the necessary intervention of serious thought. One is not supposed to
question the teacher or the professor too harshly. One is expected to sit
quietly and follow orders. One may learn to write under such a regimen, but
one will not likely learn to write anything fresh, controversial, or challenging.
One must, in any writing, constantly quote authorities. Authorities are those
individuals who preceded one in the system, rose to some eminence in
government, business or education, and were excessively public and noisy
about it. The larger the organization concerned, the greater the authority of
the individual. Size is, and always has been, an important measure of success
in America. Height in the hierarchy and a salary commensurate with the
height are the tests of the validity of one's opinions.
Third, certification may indicate a certain amount of insecurity. One
would not likely stay in the educational system if intelligent and secure and if
symbolic rewards and approval were not constantly required for self-esteem.
The longer one stays in the system and the more degrees one collects, the
deeper the insecurity which needs to be covered. Corporations trade on this
insecurity. The golden key to the executive wash room would be meaningless
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to a man with character and independence. (For some things, a simple tree
stump will do.) A private parking space at the back of the corporate
headquarters would be a trivial joke to a person of genuine skill, selfconfidence, and a reasonably solid set of legs.
Admiration for these symbols is built early on in life. It takes a long and
patient program of propaganda and reinforcement to stamp out the rationality of the young that says such symbols are trivia and such rewards absurd.
The schools begin with grades which, as rewards, are not necessarily attached
to actual ability and accomplishment as measured in excellence in writing or
freshness of thought. In spite of a paucity of genuinely meritorious work,
countless cups and medals and pins and parchments are handed out with
appropriate authoritarian approval. Eventually one can actuaJ)y come to
believe a gold watch to be more important than a solid retirement plan - if it
is properly engraved and suitably presented. The Wizard of Oz put the matter
fair square to the Scarecrow - "You don't need brains, what you need is a
diploma."
Fourth, certification indicates trainability. Trainability has to do with
learning and adopting the rituals of a system - it does not necessarily have
anything to do with knowledge in the sense of quest or search. For training,
one requires a reasonable amount of intelligence of an unquestioning sort and
a decent memory - little else. Actual education, on the other hand, requires
inquisitiveness, doubt, and skepticism. These are commodities not approved
in the bureaucratic structure- they rock boats and tilt tea carts.
Certification, then, representing docility, diligence, insecurity, and trainability is precisely what the modern bureaucracy needs to fill the ranks of its
technicians and its management. The eager graduate, clutching a diploma,
represents hope in just these areas. She or he can be shipped off to a
particular management training program of an institution looking for employees, and in due course, a suitable institutional fit will occur. Add a touch
of ruthless self-interest to these qualities certified in the diploma, and chances
of a high rise in the corporate hierarchy are better than ever.
In spite of the best efforts of the schools, however, a number of young
people who are secure, tenacious, and inquisitive do slip through. They too
become certified, but they also carry, deep in their souls, a genuine
educational beginning. If th~y are cautious and clever, they can mask their
heresies until they have reached some suitable safe platform in the hierarchy.
Then, if they are good humored and have a mind for adventure, they can
dismember the corporate body. It takes an abiding sense of irony and a strong
tolerance to hold out in this fashion - but there are such creatures. Actually,
though they do not know it and would never admit it, the corporation
managers depend on them for those rare moments of corporate creativity.
The corporation will, as a matter of course, do all it can to stamp out any
individualism that comes to its attention. What's the hoary old joke? The
corporation wants wild geese, but they damn well better fly in a perfect V
and in the specified direction!
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Perhaps only one or two blithe spirits exist in every hundred people in any
event. For a certainty, the schools - operated as they are - will never know.
To discover how many of the young could genuinely be educated would
require a massive revision of the schools far beyond the intents and abilities
of the leaders of American education, for they have risen in the hierarchy to
the extent that they reflect precisely those qualities the corporate form of
organization needs.
Recently the Board of Education, and presumably the Superintendent, of
a school district in San Jose, California announced something new- teachers
would be required to punch-in and punch-out on the job. The school wanted
to be certain that teachers put in the correct number of hours. The
Superintendent, in announcing this innovation, said something about the
responsibilities of management. We are, one gathers, to note that he is
management and the teachers labor. Thus, the modern schools follow the
corporate pattern - expansion, centralization, hierarchy, and ritualization.
These are the keys to endowments and the support of businessmen and
legislators. No resident educator is inclined to bite the corporate hand that
writes the check that permits one to send one's own children into the slavery
one knows and loves.
Is this the worst of it? No, unfortunately it is not. There is a deadlier and
more insidious process in the schools - one that will destroy even those rare
creatures who achieve both education and certification. A process has
developed which will, in the long run, sink even the professor who is a heretic
- no matter that he or she intends to educate those lucky enough to enter a
unique classroom. No matter that they might attempt to turn a bureaucratic
mill into a temple of learning. Education has become a commodity and the
school has become a manufacturing plant. Even worse, education has become
a commodity for sale, and in an egalitarian society, each and every student
must have one. Only the selfiSh elitist who wants to eat all the cake would
argue otherwise. Schools should, therefore, admit all applicants. Since
education is a product, all students, in the long run, deserve appropriate
certificates. An "F" to any student is an unfair grade' - it deprives the
student of a "right" to an education. Thus, every offending teacher or
professor who gives a failing grade can expect to be hauled before a fairness
committee of one lcind or another - we have a lot of them in the schools
these days- to have the evaluation challenged. Further, since education is a
commodity, students who haven't learned can rightly blame the school and
the professor, not themselves. Deprivation of a commodity requires a
deprivor and a deprivee. The deprivee is the victim and the deprivor, the
villain. Every student who enters a school knows the price of the commodity
sought - the cost is docility, diligence, insecurity, and trainability. This is the
currency of education. This is what buys the degree. This is what each and
every student feels entitled to receive.
Now we can see why the action of the school district that requires a
teacher to punch a time clock is not so very strange after all. Teachers should
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report promptly and work a full eight-hour day. It is time they are selling.
The student must sit and listen for a certain number of hours per day, days
per week, weeks per year. The reward is a degree, not knowledge. The teacher
is not to think, but to work - to act, to give constant signs of industry. There
is a work site -the school. Work can only be done at the school -there is
something suspicious about the person who stays at home an extra hour to
give quiet thought to what is to be done that day. This is not the American
way. The American way is to merchandise a product and to account for every
minute.
It is no accident schools are increasingly following the structural mode of
corporations. Corporations have been enormously successful in pushing
commodities. Corporations pick the products, package the products, and sell
the products. To achieve these ends, they use the most complete and modern
selling techniques available. It is no coincidence schools now do the same.
How else can we explain the presence on campus of a public relations officer?
How else can we account for the radio and television announcements of
schools pitching for pupils? How else can we account for a recent newspaper
editorial pointing out to teachers they are not professionals and should
punch-in and punch-out of the job. They do not have a one-to-one.
relationship with the student as doctors and lawyers do with their clients. No!
education is a mill, the mill requires workers, and the workers require to be
managed and timed.
In fact, if education were to be an individual achievement, certain dreadful
consequences must follow. Half the population fall on the short side of the
100 I.Q. mark - this by definition. There is not now and never has been a
democracy in the distribution of brains. Nature has played a somewhat dirty
trick, from the academic point of view, on half the population - putting
them behind the closet door when the high-order academic brains were passed
out. It isn't fair. It isn't just. It isn't pleasant. It isn't encouraging. But, it is!
Education is, in fact, an individual achievement, and an individual
student-teacher relationship is required. Thus, the newspaper editorial arguing
for the time-punch card is wrong. Its attack should be on the idiots who
organized the system, not on the teachers who slave in it. For, in spite of
crowded classes, in spite of superintendents with a manufacturing mentality,
some teachers do individualize their instruction when they can, and do help a
few students to learn- about one or two out of every hundred, as a matter
of fact.
Education is, in fact, an achievement, and there must be standards of
success and failure. Students should be required to measure up to some
expected level of performance. An "F" should represent the failure of the
individual to rise to the minimum expectation. It would have nought to do
with fairness or rights or privileges, any more than does the achievement of an
Olympic medal. We would surely laugh at the athlete who thought the
payment of the entrance fee required receipt of the gold medal. Some people
can run, and some can learn academic matters - to the victor goes the medal.
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Of course, in such a world, teachers and professors themselves would be
expected to achieve as they once used to do. How else could they encourage
the young to similar effort and equal achievement?
Some thirty years ago a young, cocky, and over-eager graduate student
met a proper philosophy professor in the proper mode. He had just faced up
to an assignment covering the first two or three dozen pages of Kant's
Critique of Pure Reason. It left him, in the phrase of the time, "cold." Next
day, when called upon to explain what he had read, he questioned the
professor with some indignation, that if Immanual Kant was so smart why did
he not write so he, the student, could understand it? The professor, a tall,
distinguished scholar of international renown, fiXed the young man with a
slow and icy stare and proceeded to deliver a proper academic evaluation
which, hopefully, is still engraved on that student's soul. "Young man," he
said, with abiding scorn, "I doubt very much if lmmanual Kant, when he
wrote the Critique, had anyone of your particular and peculiar intellectual
limitations in mind!"
Today, that kind of evaluation will get a professor hauled up before a
"fairness committee" post-haste. It may even result in a law suit involving the
student's civil rights. This view of education as a commodity and the
reluctance to face the reality of education as an achievement fmds support in
the schools, in the corporate structure, in the government, and in society
generally.
Since advertising and product pushing is all pervasive on the American
scene, indeed, maybe even in the world, it might be easy to blame the
corporation for all of the sins of the schools. In fact, this is frequently done.
But, a good share of the responsibility must rest with the higher schools in
the nation and the people who work and run them - the administrators and
the professors. For they have taken the narrow view of education. They have
fostered an intellectuality which involves books and essays and libraries and a
particular form of intelligence: steeped in blind nostalgia for the foolishnesses
of ancient Greece and the belief that education is synonymous with clean and
uncalloused hands, they have walked four-square into the corporate closet.
For actually, there are many and diverse kinds of intelligence -intellectual,
social, political, mechanical, artistic, to name just a few. Any educational
system, if it is truly to be a system and if it is worth its salt, would have to
recognize these differences and set up curricula accordingly. It would have to
be admitted that a social education for a social intelligence is materially
different than an artistic education for an artistic intelligence. Reading books
and writing essays about art won't paint the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.
Reading books and writing essays about mechanics will leave clean fmgernails
- praise the Lord - but it won't get the car repaired. We will, of course,
forgive the violinist manual dexterity because good judgment has kept the
jolly old fmgernails clean. But we will never forgive the mechanic nor grant
any h9nor - those hands are greasy and horrors, may even be calloused.
Bruised knuckles are signs of degradation, not of distinction.
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If we could but admit to the existence of the several kinds of intelligence,
we could clean out the universities and leave them with only those students
of a bookish and intellectual bent. We could provide appropriate learning
institutions for the other intelligences the society requires - and it does
require them all. We could ask each of the several kinds of institutions to set
achievement levels for what they wish the students to learn. We could
substitute genuine knowledge and genuine skill for certification.
Remember, though, commodities bring status on the American scene. The
more commodities one possesses, the greater the evidence of achievement. We
also admit to the right of every person to march up the social ladder. If
education is indeed the commodity it is currently assumed to be, then it is for
sale to those who can afford it. It is up for open bid. It must be advertised
and merchandized. And in a true democracy, it must be available to all and it
must be guaranteed deliverable to all. Anything less marks a failure of the
American way of life.
It is a dreadful thing we do to our young. We tell them they must be
successful. For the required certification, we send them off to schools which
are built on a single intellectual mold which involves enormous skill in
memory, in reading, in analysis, and in writing. We refuse to recognize that an
I.Q. of 85 cannot handle that kind of work. We force the young to challenge
the right of the faculty to score, rate, sort, and classify them as failures when
they do indeed fail. We force the schools to pass them along in the most
deceitful way. And what is worse, by so doing, we guarantee their failure to
really learn. Lied to about their abilities and their education, the young are
sent off to life's slaughter. Sometimes suicide is the result, nearly always
despair and anger.
Certification, commodity orientation, a single form of intelligence - is this
the summation of the sins? Not quite. There is more. The schools have fallen
into the corporate mold not for the sake of efficiency but really for the
aggrandizement and power of the few - the principals and the superintendents and, yea, even the boards of education. Thus, the trend today in
education is obvious - bigger and "better" organizations, the injection of the
computer {that most rigid of devices), a veritable sea of professional
administrators, and a series of rules and regulations which set a constant
barrier between the teacher and the pupil and would even embarrass the
military.
If it is true - and it is - that the only time anything educational happens
is when the student greets the teacher face to face, or hies off to the library,
what can explain this explosion of administrators? What is their purpose?
Why are there so many of them? Do they do anything useful? They do a lot!
They interfere at every turn with the faculty and the students. They set up
acres of rules and regulations, none of which have the slightest connection to
learning. They do this because it gives them something to do. We must come
to grips with a most awful fact - most educational administrators have to
invent work for themselves - they are really not necessary.
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Let us tum our attention, as an example, to one of the larger educational
institutions in the world, the California State Colleges and University system,
though almost any other state-wide organization would do. This noble
collection of schools has a Chancellor who has, in turn, an ever-increasing
collection of administrators gathered in Los Angeles. The purpose of this
arrangement is alleged to be efficiency in the allocation of resources to some
nineteen campuses. On paper it sounds fme. In reality it is a horror of special
language. The forms which come down must cover every possible minute
detail. This is always the case in control at a distance. Each college and each
university must perforce hire administrators and staff who can take the time
and make the effort to translate these complexities into direct requests for
action. The action taken, they must recast the result into appropriate
complexities to be sent back up the line. Parkinson said it best, "Administrators make work for each other." Administrators suffer from that most
uncomfortable of large-organization diseases, ditto diarrhea. Their reality is
the reality of paper. But paper, save it is bound between the covers of a
well-written book, has nothing to do with either serious knowledge or serious
achievement.
Why does not the Chancellor, this harried, hard-working, and noble man,
simply face up to the need for decentralization? Because that means loss of
intimate control - a loss the government won't permit. If he is to account to
the legislature and if he is to be responsible for the achievements of the
several schools under his jurisdiction, he must, however expensively, have
knowledge and control in some dreadful standardized form. He is not an evil
man. He need not even be a cynic. He is caught in the corporate mold and
cannot escape save to the degree he is able to admit he and most of his
officers are superfluous. In that, we ask him to abjure all he has learned about
life's hierarchies and life's rewards. Besides, his admission would bring his·
own displacement.
In the meantime, and in spite of all these mountains of records and
interferences, grim and dedicated professors meet and teach their classes. To
be sure, they sell their disciplines and merchandise the commodity. They pass
those who should not be passed, for they are rated by the approval of the
students and promoted, as others are in the corporation, for their docility and
obedience. If they have a fresh and controversial thought or two, they wisely
bury them or relay such heresy to their wives or husbands over the evening
martini which permits thought to tum into inertia and a nagging conscience
to become quiescent.
Three consecutive governors of the state of California - and no doubt
governors of every other state- have asked the schools to economize, toJcut
out the fat, to lean the, enterprise. They have done so by the straight-forward
removal of teachers from the classrooms and by cutting extra-curricular
activities to the bone, but never never by removing administrators or
examining whether or not reports and report writers are necessary. In fact,
the number of administrators has consistently grown regardless of whether
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the number of professors and/or students has risen or fallen. There is no
relationship. There never will be. Mr. Parkinson is perfect in his prediction.
And the students, poor students, they endure. They hang on year after
year in the single hope of certification. As one of them so aptly put it, "I'll be
damned glad when I finish college and can start reading on my own, so I can
get an education." He won't go far, that lad, in this modern world. He is
doomed to low pay and low employment and fresh thought and unique
concept. His is the sorry tale of a mind trapped in a mindless society
searching for efficiency. He will abide, that student, only to the degree he is
steeped in gentle cynicism and braced by gentle humor. So, too, his academic
sister.
The remedy is obvious and easily attained. We ought to permit each school
to operate on its own. We ought to permit it to be given just so much money
and no more, and to adjust its domestic goals to its domestic budget and its
domestic wisdom. There ought to be as many different kinds of schools as
there are different kinds of intelligence. There ought to be no hierarchy of
talents. Rainbows are made of different colors, each one necessary for the
rainbow's total beauty.
What of the lower schools? They will do as little as is demanded of them
and not one whit more. So, in lowering its own demands, the college or the
university has licensed carelessness and sloth at the lower levels. When the
universities set high and rigorous requirements, lower schools rise to meet
them - it is a matter of pride. But, no more. Ah well, pitch it low, we are not
teaching giraffes you know. Be sure to service all you sell.
If no grammar school were allowed to be larger than fourteen classes (two
for each level from kindergarten to sixth), with no more than fifteen students
per class, for a total of two hundred ten students, they might be able to cure
their problems without pressure from the universities. For, it would then be
possible for each and every teacher in the school to know a good deal about
each and every student. Discipline problems would decline. The school would
have a heavy and intimate local quality. One principal, one secretary,
traveling music teachers and nurses with a few schools each, would be able to
do the job. The superintendent would be able to keep his or her own staff
reasonably small.
If no junior high school were permitted to exceed five hundred students in
all - twenty five per class, much of the disciplinary horror evidenced these
days would disappear. Again, it would be possible for most teachers to know
most students. The greatest disciplinary force in existence for young people is
one's name clearly pronounced, in full, in public, tinged with just the right
amount of impending doom in the tone of voice used.
If the high schools were never permitted to exceed seven hundred fifty to
eight hundred students with classes limited to thirty students, we would face
the same set of happy circumstances. But, we are told, such small sizes are
inefficient - they waste money. This is manifest rubbish. The real reason for
the terror of rational size is the limitation in the hierarchy and the shortness
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of the ladder of success for the administrators. There would be no need for
assistant principals, master teachers, curriculum directors, assistant superintendents, and God knows who else. Students would attend rather pleasantly
small classes and teachers would teach with reasonable intimacy. The
principal would know the pupils and the superintendent would know the
principals.
Personal intimacy is the fuel of education and the hallmark of the
professional. But, again, the newspaper editorial is correct. Teachers are not
professionals. They do not have one-to-one contact with their clients. They
do not set their fees. They do not control their own membership. They do
not set their own requirements. They do not have their own disciplinary
bodies. They don't do any of these things, not because they don't want to,
but because the corporate state will not permit it. It flies in the face of what
we know of bureaucracy and how we intend to use it. We will believe any
obvious solution too simple. We will claim an unresolvable complexity to all
our problems. Eventually we will take the Roman way and do ourselves in.
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Recognitions
CLINTON WILLIAMS

I.
Darkness is a cave
wherein, sleepless and detached,
self
explores its features
seeking identity,
as from a nest of Chinese boxes
it extracts amazed, each smaller than before,
a secret self
which in turn yields yet another
unexpected room
until finally all walls touch and only awareness remains.
This is not Plato's cave
rather the bony cavern of the I
where self, aware of public self,
becomes suddenly
self aware of other selves aware of other selves
until only the darkness and question
of consciousness stays.
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II.
The burden of proof
weighs heavily upon architect and builder
historian and logician
and others whose products bear the test of utility;
whereas artists poets musicians
subjected to the iron law of Cartesian skepticism
succeed only when their castles and bridges
carry a self-evident conviction
without the necessity of bearing dubious stresses
even though critics persist
in loading them with intangible weights.

III.
Some monkeys masturbate in cages
frantically indifferent to live or media exposure
conditioned by practice to simple cause and effect
uninhibited by mores or remorse
some casually or purposefully grub for fleas
alleviating through patient industry and the work ethic
a different itch
some filch in total disregard of equity a mate's banana
feeding no doubt a felt need
and scamper loudly up artificial trees to eat
some ponder the psycho-political-econometric (even aesthetic)
perplexities of monkey business
or quietly sleep;
all unwittingly (or wittily) entertain
this uncollected vast and complex zoo
educate observers to certain fundamental truths
elucidate the commonplace
in a series of simian similitudes
which even the most unsophisticated can but rue.
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IV.
An epoch embarks with regimental snap
wheels gaily colors flying
in battalion formation
to pass the reviewing stand
("Eyes right!") to scattered applause
and down the long pier to the gangplank.
NOW the vessel bright with bunting and flags
(acronyms bobbing)
fully manned but yearning for liberation
strains at her hawsers
until lines slipped she steams to a cacophony
of cheers whistles chauvinistic catcalls
toward her place on the horizon.
Eyes watered by steady gazing
perhaps discerning even an ERA
the dignitaries debate for the time being
her direction
("Does she come or go?")
in deciding on mere adjournment or sine die
before trudging off to persons at home.
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v.
"Chronic sobriety"
like an imperturbable looker on bright sides
"is a most horrible affliction"
eventually grave matter
but often amiable mask
of dulness which never faces a choice between
breath or urine test
never laughs at bawdy
never rides a passion to its pique;
death's etiquette
is more punctiliously observed
for this Polonian disease
than for habitual inebriation
a more familiar scourge whose ravages
apparent often to the eye
sometimes bear increment of excellent fancy
infinite jest gambols songs flashes of merriment
that make one wonder
whether all the flagons of Rhenish were not well spent.
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VI.
Bio-feedback, among recent fads,
works
age can attest.
Data travels each waking morning
from extremities to the busy cranial databank
which duly notes each twinge
ache and pang
of its human circuitry
and stores each for future comparisons
as it dispatches peremptory impulses
that stir creaking machinery into motion.
Sensors, once externalized to scan
shafts of sunlight through green leaves at early windows
mark air,s morning clarity
attend to feathered voices on winds,
now turn inward
tenacious at the latest tasks
to counter built-in obsolescence
bypass some circuits to start up the whole
programme the unit for another day
beginning with the coffee on the stove.
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VII.
Experience in retrospect
is a collage of partial solutions
to forgotten problems
which provided scraps of texture
whose discontinuities
fade after a long time
to what (one hopes) will be a pleasing resolution.
Primary colors
undergo seachange to half tones
fragments are patterned
as eye inward
follows forms in unsuspected motifs
of unfinished design.
But doubts nag what does this luminous gold really cover
or that shadowed blue block out
where does memory (subtle retoucher)
patch and soften
to distort the harsher creation
(random and impulsive)
of one's deliberate acts?
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VIII
Dried, blossoms down,
the long stalks of acanthus flowers
white and green on the piano
are clustered arpeggios of summer
sprayed blithely against closed shutters,
memento mori and prophetic promise
when no birds sing.
Their simple harmony
though only whispered
will survive winter's blustery silence
to counterpoint the feathered sounds of spring.
Such trivialities warm one against the chill,
and every mind habitually
fills its little room
with such musicbox displays
whose silent melodies however faint
are never stilled.

IX.
Vocational training:
in youth one learned to box the compass
presumably to make
a choice of direction
learned that moss grows on the northside of trees
that one could blaze a trail
with his hatchet
and rub two dry sticks together
to make fire.
Now such long forgotten bits of instruction
rise into consciousness
as one sits directionless
watching branches toss in winter winds
remembering no trailblazing
since one soon learned there is no retracing steps
to something no longer there
doubting (even though believing)
the feasibility of a wooden Prometheus
but feeling too surely a slow spread of moss
up the tree trunks.
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X.
Death is a door with no peephole
which one
finally opens
expecting to step as in a farce
or horror movie ·
into a bottomless void
the winds whistling in one's ears.
Perhaps the consciousness of falling
will dissolve
into a sense of floating
with red flares in the distance
or
shivering in rushing winds
which blow through and around
the persona non corpus.
Perhaps the door opens into palpable blackness
in which one becomes the nonentity
one devoted a lifetime
to negating.
In any event there is a modicum
(however brief)
of immortality
until a name quickly fades.
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0 matter what, Laura," Irby Wonder said, "keep the red cap on and

don't move around. Some of these damn fools will shoot anything
that moves."
He was carefully placing the shotguns, a double-barrel twelve
gauge and a double-barrel twenty gauge, in the rubber encased metal rack
above the seat of the pickup. He gripped and shook in turn each stock to see
that it would ride intact.
Laura Wonder stood near the open door of the truck and watched with
mild bitterness: she was already miserable even though they had not yet left
the shelter of the double carport. This was to be her first deer hunt, an
adventurous experience, and all she could think of was the stupidity of the
whole thing. The utter absurdity of hunting! Oddly enough this was to be a
peace trip of sorts.
"Why would anyone shoot something they couldn't see?" she asked,
failing at feigning interest.
He stepped back from the truck and shook his head. In the yellow light he
appeared weirdly powerful: an apparition of Atlas.
"Laura, they will shoot at sound. I had a man tell me just this week that
his only shot so far had been a sound shot. He was shooting at something he
heard in the brush!"
"How awful," she said, looking away from the image that certainly wasn't
him. Irby was a typical example of modern man: self centered and weak of
mind and spirit. Who cares she thought insolently if they kill each other every
day? Maybe then the government will make them quit hunting. Hunting! and
her stomach reacted violently, spreading waves of nausea in all directions so
that finally she had to close her eyes and touch her eyelids. She had always
despised hunting.
"Yes it is," lrby said. "So keep the damn hat on." And then more
pleasantly: "We'd better go."
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In the cab of the truck she watched the dark streets through which they
passed. There were lights on in practically every house, indicating much more
than just activity: fever. In Carlton, deer season was a frenzied carnival.
Routine was almost totally abandoned; jobs were by and large abused;
business slowed. It was all right. The whole Parish understood. It came but
once a year and the men were entitled to it. The normal flow could and
would resume. The deer had to be hunted.
They turned south at the highway and almost immediately began to climb
the long steep grade that was Carlton Hill. The headlights raced forward
across drab concrete, the color of depression. Laura looked away from this
and tried to see the sky, but all she saw was darkness.
"You're going to love it, Honey," lrby said with enthusiasm.
"Sure," she said without it.
Irby was no different from any of the other men so far as deer fever went.
He left the insurance business to his father. "Nothing that he can't handle
alone," he always said, which was true since his father had founded the
business before Irby was born. But even with all his time to hunt, Irby had
killed only one buck during the five years they had been married. And he
hadn't mounted that one. Worms had gotten into the neck of the deer and
ruined it. That wasn't entirely the object of their hunting. True, they
considered it a badge of merit and praised highly the more prolific hunters
who often killed in a single season more than the legal limit. And of course
they marvelled over the mounted heads that were hung in family rooms and
offices all over the Parish. But this wasn't all of it. lrby had told of many men
hunting a lifetime and never killing one. So it had to be simply the
anticipation of killing that made them go wild.
They were on a gravel road now, swooping up and down through the
Quachita River hills. Against the slowly lighting sky strands of moss were
visible, fluttering weirdly in the hardwood trees. There was still an abundance
of leaves in all of them: a late fall. It was already the last week of November
and North Louisiana had been spared any cold weather whatsoever.
Peace? The fight had begun the previous night at a party given by the
Granthams. As usual Laura had received much attention from the older men
present. She was, second only to Evelyn Everett (the forty year-old firecracker who for more than two decades had held the crown with her bevelled
breasts and ample hips and whirlpool thighs), the most attractive woman at
the party. At twenty-seven she still looked schoolgirlish: fresh and eager blue
eyes, ever smiling moist and gentle lips, bouncy bangs, and lightbulb
complexion. It was the incredibly full body that made the contrast overwhelming, made the men look again and again in erotic disbelief. She was
complete. Even John Grantham himself (state representive, attorney, farmer,
and just possibly Carlton's most famous citizen of all time) had danced with
her three times (and pressed her tightly, too). And as usual Irby had exploded
with insane jealousy. David Sheffield, the automobile dealer, had overdrunk
and as a result forced his attentions on Laura with a boldness that awed even
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this wealthy and liberal crowd. Irby had whisked her away, had called David
Sheffield (one of his largest premium customers) a "beastly sonofabitch."
When they arrived at home Irby had cursed her viciously. She had cursed him
back without sympathy. Finally he had cried. "I can't help it, Laura," he had
said, reduced to the state of a helpless child. "Goddamnit, it breaks my
insides for you to even talk to another man." She had laughed at him with
contempt, and remarked: "To hell with your idiotic jealousy. I refuse to
isolate myself, Irby. It's up to you to either control it or be destroyed by the
consequences." Later, however, she gave in enough to permit him his act of
repentance: they made love. Following that, he had begged her to go hunting
with him. He made many wild promises. She had agreed in order to get to go
to sleep.
Irby parked at a point where the high ridge bent itself in a right angle. The
sky was filled now with a wasp nest gray: pocked a thousand times without
moist life and ten times that with. Only in the dead east was there a hope for
color: indefinite smudges of amber and pink and orange.
They climbed out of the cab and Irby removed the guns. They stood side
by side and looked up at the fmite sky as though that was where the deer
would be running, but instead of anything so poetic it was a small curl of
blackness amidst the gray that attracted Laura.
"Irby, what about snakes? Won't there be snakes all over the woods?"
Irby chuckled.
"Snakes will be the least of your worries. I've hunted in these hills all my
life and rve yet to see a snake."
Laura shivered.
"Honey, we'd better get on to our stands. I want you to have mine this
moriting. You can walk down this little ridge and near the bottom you will
see a big dead log. Sit near the log. From there you can see a small branch in
the flat below. The deer usually run on this side of that branch. You '11 be able
to see a good distance both ways because the brush isn't bad in the bottom."
"Fine," Laura said.
"I'll be a couple of knolls over."
"Fine." she said. Fine, fine, fine. What in the name of God am I doing here
anyway?
"Laura," lrby said, looking down at her from a diminished heighth (he was
no longer Atlas; now he was a bear), "I meant it last night about the jealousy.
I'm going to suppress it altogether. I know you love me."
"Of course I do," she said. My God. Hunting. Real woods.
"I'm going to make you happy," he said.
"Good, Irby ."
He bent down and kissed her cheek gently.
"We'd better get going," he said.
Laura started in the direction he had indicated: slowly, ever so slowly and
with a stiffness that did much to modify her ample beauty. She paused and
looked back at her husband striding down the side of the road.
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"lrby ," she called out, "I hope you kill one."
He waved back at her.
Daniel Trumble watched the gray sunrise from the cab of his pickup. He
was sipping coffee from a red thermos cup. In his hurry that morning he had
put too much sugar in the jug and forgotten altogether the cream. He had
slept an extra fifteen minutes beyond the alarm, and since the time it took to
drive from Monroe to the Carlton river hills could not safely be altered, he
had raced through the procedure of dressing and had foregone breakfast.
This was his first hunt of the season. In fact it was his first hunt in three
seasons. The desire had always been there, but the daily struggles of life had
seemed more demanding. Besides he had been bitter for a long time now. The
tranquility of the wooded hills had seemed remote: an unreality that
certainly could have no effect upon his personal plight.
Six months ago that plight had ended: he had been elected at last to the
Board of Deacons of the First Ouachita Baptist Church. After twenty-five
years of devoted service, he had achieved his most precious goal. It had done
little to dissolve the bitterness. Over all those years of faithfulness, he had
watched his church go mercenary; more than that: go business and social and
status conscious. How many deacons had been elected in all that time? Too
many to recall. And on each occasion he had observed the callous politics
turning greener. It had become mandatory that a man be in successful
business in order to be even considered. It had become (perhaps this came
first) a requirement of all up-and-coming businessmen to be Deacons or
Elders or Stewards of some established church if they were to enjoy full social
prominence. The churches had willingly agreed (more money for you and me .
. . .). So Daniel Trumble, the common welder, had been passed over
repeatedly. He had known himself to be a Christian: perhaps the most devout
in the entire congregation. That hadn't mattered {in my Father's House are
many mansions; they are not necessarily equal). His tasks in the church had
all been difficult and time consuming: the R. A. boys, the perpetual
chairmanship of Harvest Day, a Training Union Class, Clean Up Day
Committee, the weekly visit to a nursing home, and so on. His reward had
been only the knowing inside that he was good. There had been very few
compliments from the Deacons. Let Daniel do it. He likes to do it. It had not
been enough. His Christian purpose had not been fullfilled.
And then six months ago, he had been elected a Deacon. Word had passed
mysteriously through the congregation to go ahead and give it to him {the
Board is so loaded with Gold that we· can take one bronze and still be tops in
our field). He had not understood the why of it, though the fondest
explanation was that the Word had come from Heaven. He had been thrilled
by it, had prayed on bended knees for half an hour after being ordained. He
had wept in bed that night.
All for nothing. In thirty days he had been shocked by the realization that
it meant absolutely nothing. For the first time in his life he considered
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turning to sin: drinking, adultery, anything. He had no concise idea of why.
Of course it had been appalling to discover the lack of religion on the Board,
the cold abuse of faith. A dollar was a dollar. It should be invested to make
more dollars. Church policy should be clear and firm, void of sentiment, void
of charity, the same as company rules. But after all, these were businessmen
and what else could one expect from them other than business itself. His
station had not actually been altered other than having the privilege of
watching and hearing what did go on in the inner sanctuary.
Slightly nauseated from the coffee, he climbed from the truck and
stretched. Perhaps today he would actually kill a magnificent buck. He never
had. He had shot at one once. The recollection of the mad escalation of
unknown emotions which had blown through his blood stimulated him even
now. The buck had suddenly materialized before him, and just as suddenly he
had been seized by a mind-reeling fever that swept away all other thoughts,
save one: kill. He had missed with three firings of double-ought buckshot, had
not ruffled a single hair. Afterwards he had sought to analyze that terrific
fever. It had to do with Death: with administering death the way a senseless
god (and maybe The Sensible One, too) would do over a living creature,
holding in your palms the power of life and death (there was nothing else: no
in-between). That's what it was: the sense of controlling destiny even if it
wasn't your own. It was something else, too: it was a tiny brief flicker of light
that told you once and never again that this was going to m.J<e you stronger
and wiser, this was going to open the eyes of other men in envy because they
sensed too that you had extended your horizons and perhaps your life, and
basic to all humanity was the need for understanding and the need to live
as long as one could.
He looked up at the sky, at the traces of light in the east that were now
the fingertips of a hand that just might possibly be powerful enough to
squeeze the gloomy gray into nothingness. He shouldered his gun and started
down the side of the ridge. Walking made him feel better. Being in among the
living trees: the beach, the gum, the oak, seemed to suggest with soothing
secretive whispers that everything was going to be well with the world.
Laura walked cautiously down the knoll. It took her fifteen minutes to
arrive at the log Irby had described. She stood for a while looking at it: at its
decaying gray and brown bulk stretched broken across the brow of the knoll.
It was ugly now - lifeless while at the same time sustaining life: bugs and
worms, the same as a human being would.
She shuddered and looked away. The atmosphere was already amber: the
grayness receding rapidly with each passing moment. Perhaps the day was
going to be bright after all.
If I just hadn't let him persuade me to come. I couldn't kill a deer if it
climbed in my lap. His damned moronic jealousy. What's wrong with talking
to other men, dancing with other men. My god. And the whimpering and the
begging. As though my going hunting with him would be a token of
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forgiveness. Forgiveness, hell. How can you forgive anyone for wanting to
choke you to death. And in front of other people. In front of Carlton's finest
people; What if they don't invite us to another party.
Laura sighed. The lack of sleep the night before had made her tired. A
slight tremor raced up her thigh.
She decided to sit on the log. At least she could be physically comfortable.
She walked half the length of the log before she decided on a comfortable
position. By sitting on the ground on the other side she could use the log as a
back rest. Maybe she could even sleep. Stiffly she stepped to the top of it and
then off it. Wearily she plopped to the ground and fell back against the log, at
the same time dropping the shotgun lightly on the ground to her left.
Almost instantly she felt the stab of pain in the soft flesh of her flattened
right buttock. It was like a wasp sting, only amplified a dozen times. She
didn't cry out immediately. The pain was too great for response. Jerking her
head to the side she saw the source of agony: a snake; not just a snake: the
fattest, nastiest, ugliest, most monstrous snake she had ever seen- a snake
whose fangs were implanted in the tightness of her blue jeans. She snatched at
it, freed it, flung it away from her where it began weaving slowly down the
knoll.
And she screamed like she had never screamed before.
Daniel Trumble had squatted at the base of a beech tree and was gazing at
a small clearing across the branch from him. He wasn't really seeing it.
He was thinking· that perhaps religion wasn't what life was based on after
all. Perhaps it was founded on nothing more than emotion. Perhaps emotion
was all there really was. That's why man hunted, right. That's why man
succeeded in his business, right. No, he succeeded in business because of
greed. But greed was an emotion. Maybe then religion was a creation of man
to satisfy the needs of the less emotional: those incapable of succeeding in
the gaining of material wealth which alone could make for substantial
emotional variety.
At that moment a majestic eight point buck materialized in the clearing at
which he was gazing. He stopped breathing. The fever returned. It did return!
He slowly lifted the shotgun to his shoulder and looked down the glistening
barrel at the quietly moving shoulder of the buck. He squeezed. The
man-made instrument of death spit out an orange carrier of death, and
recoiled at the same time. The buck crumpled: did not move again, lay dead
upon the dead carpet of leaves.
He couldn't breathe. He had extended his wisdom enormously. But there
was something else. Something more imperative than the conquest of the
fever. A woman screaming. Not a hundred yards to his left there came the
deadly hysterical scream of a woman.
Daniel Trumble looked at his trophy deer rather wistfully and then ran
madly toward the urgent scream.
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He found Laura still sitting on the ground beside the log. The first thing
that impressed him was not the insanity of her blue eyes, but rather her
profound beauty. She was a fresh teenager with a woman's deep richness, or
she was a woman with a teenager's brightness. It didn't matter. Her beauty
was staggering.
''What is it?" he asked, not horrified at all because the beauty was too
much a reality.
She looked at him dazedly.
"A snake," she muttered, the screaming subsiding into sobbing, "bit me."
"Now calm down," he commanded. "Just keep yourself calm. There's
nothing to fear."
Laura saw him then: saw a mature man in his late forties or very early
fifties with a natural ruggedness about him that suggested a lifetime of
manual labor, a man calm and capable, and most of all, compassionate. Her
pounding heart did not slow down, though she realized suddenly that here
was hope: in this kind and handsome man was possible survival - the key to
continued living.
"Where at?" he asked, still appraising her beauty.
"Here," she said, pointing to the roll of her buttock and wincing in pain.
"God, it hurts."
"You'll have to pull your trousers down," he said, speaking with both
forcefulness and calmness. "I'll have to cut it and drain it of the poison.
Luckily I brought a snake bite kit along. It's going to be all right, you hear.
We'll have it out of you in no time at all."
Without hesitation, feeling her heart begin to slow down and her senses
return, she unbuttoned the jeans and slid them down. The sight of her naked
legs astonished him, almost overcame him completely. He lost his breath.
Emotion stirred so deeply within him that he couldn't swallow. Love or
desire or lust or whatever had swollen there. She rolled the white panties
down and there she was - naked before him, in profound black and white the
whole story of what life was anyway - passion. He blinked his eyes.
"Right here," she said, pointing to the bite.
The two punctures were already swollen: ghastly intruders in a galax.ie of
sheer perfection.
"Yes," he said. "Now please don't worry. I'll get it out and get you to a
hospital."
She looked at him mistily. He was different from any man she had ever
known. He was filled with genuine concern. He was not the emotional fool
that lrby was, nor was he the pretentious diplomat that all the others in the
sophisticated party-world were. He was a real man.
He had out the tiny blade and. was gently probing with his fingertips the
flesh immediately around the bite.
"It won't hurt much," he said, crouching above her intently as though he
were about to perform the feat of actually creating her. He was still seized by
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a new and undefmed fever that was the most powerful experience of his
entire life. "It will be all right."
He was going to save her. She knew that he was going to save her. Save her
forever and forever.
"I'm fme," she said softly. "Fine."
She looked up into the face of divinity which concentrated on the point
which he was about to open and cleanse of evil.
And then there was an explosion: a blast more shocking than unforeseen
thunder. The sacred face burst apart in a red and meaningless child's puzzle,
the sad solution to which was absolutely nothing. Common man blood flew
everywhere. The calm and compassionate Daniel Trumble no longer was. The
aftermath, the puny matter with all its emotionless biological components,
spilled backward onto the layer of dead brown leaves.
Laura was screaming again, screaming because Death confronted her now
like nighttime.
Irby Wonder leaped the log and landed beside the dead figure. He kicked
the side, kicked the bloody face, stomped at what had been nose and eyes.
Irby was screaming, too. "Dirty sonofabitch!" he yelled.
Laura, hysterical now forevermore, fmally outscreamed her husband.
"Did he touch you?" lrby asked .. "Did the ftlthy bastard touch you,
Honey?"
"He was trying to save me!" she screamed. "I've been bitten by a snake!
Look!"
lrby's eyes went wider in wordless horror. He fell to his knees beside her,
saw in blind disbelief the reality of the swollen bite.
"I'm dying," she screamed, the last sensible thing she would ever utter.
Irby fumbled for a knife, discovered he didn't have one, and was seized by
panic. He lifted Laura from the ground, dropped her, lifted her again, and
stumbled up the hill. He fell again and again in the wild amber morning,
fmally making the mechanical sanctuary of the truck.
He raced furiously back to the civilization of Carlton. Only it didn't help
his wife at all. Laura Wonder did not survive.
It was late aternoon before lrby Wonder was calmed enough to talk
sensibly to the two investigating deputies. lrby was in a hospital bed and was
heavily sedated. He told them rather drunkenly what had happened that
morning. The drugs wouldn't even let him cry.
The hollow was now a somewhat cooler mixture of redness and grayness as
the two officers searched for and found the stiff body of Daniel Trumble.
"Darndest thing I've ever heard of," one of them said as he looked over
the peaceful woods.
"A fellow can't afford to be a good Samaritan this day and time," said the
other one, stooping down to inspect the frozen shattered face.
"Hell," said the fust, gritting his teeth at the sight and vague cold smell of
the body, "he never could."
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John Steinbeck,
Edith McGillcuddy,
and Tortilla Flat:

Robert H. Woodward

I

the Steinbeck Special Issue of San Jose Studies in 1975, Roy
Simmonds's discussion of John Steinbeck's short story "How Edith
McGillcuddy Met R.L. Stevenson"l includes a conjecture about the
date of composition of the story. Although the story was first published in
Harper's Magazine in August 1941, the manuscript version is contained in one
of the diary-notebooks which Steinbeck was using in the early 1930s and in
which appear the manuscripts of other material published in the 1930s. The
story follows the manuscript version of "The Great Mountains" (one of the
stories in The Red Pony novelette), which was published in December 1933,
and precedes a draft of the preface to Tortilla Flat, a novel which Steinbeck
was presumably planning early in 1933 and had completed before the end of
the year .2 Preceded and followed by two items that seem to have been
written either in late 1932 or in 1933, the manuscript of the McGillcuddy
story can, then, according to Simmonds, be dated no earlier or no later than
these periods. Simmonds accounts for the long delay in the publication of the
story by suggesting that it "lay forgotten in the ... diary for a number of
years and was then reworked by Steinbeck sometime during 1940 or early
1941."3
Although Simmonds's deductions a'nd conjectures are reasonable and are
based upon the best evidence available to him, they are challenged by some
facts revealed in Steinbeck's recently published letters4 and by a reN
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A Problem in Manuscript
Dating

examination of the manuscript notebook.s Simmonds assumes that the
preface to Tortilla Flat in the notebook represents Steinbeck's earliest work
on the novel in 1933. But evidence in the letters suggests that the preface in
the notebook was written after the novel was completed and, possibly, even
after it had been submitted to Steinbeck's literary agents, Mcintosh and Otis.
One ~f Steinbeck's letters to Edith Wagner, a Salinas resident who was the
prototype of the young Edith McGillcuddy in the story, makes clear that
1932 or 1933 was too early a date for the composition of the story.
Steinbeck had corresponded and conversed about books and writing with
Mrs. Wagner for several years. She not only told Steinbeck the story of her
youthful excursion to Monterey when she met the celebrated English writer
but - about the same time that she told Steinbeck of her adventure - wrote
a version of the experience herself and submitted it for publication. In
February 1934 Steinbeck, unaware that Mrs. Wagner had written or intended
to write a story based upon the incident, wrote to her that he had "been
doing some short stories about the people of the county. Some of them I
think you yourself told me" (p. 94). Among the stories was obviously the
McGillcuddy story, which Steinbeck completed and sent to his agents about
the end of May.
Then, on June 4, he learned from Mrs. Wagner the distressing news that
she herself had written a version of the story. On the same day he wrote to
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her from Pacific Grove in an attempt to remedy the unfortunate situation. He
assured her that he had not known of her intentions and offered to do
whatever she pleased: he would recall his story if she wished or divide the
payment for it if it were published. "I'm terribly sorry," he continued, "if I
have filched one of your stories. I'm a shameless magpie anyway, picking up
anything shiny that comes my way - incident, situation or personality." He
concluded by repeating his unawareness of her intentions and promising to
"do anything you like about it" (p. 95).
Mrs. Wagner apparently requested that the story be withdrawn. On June
13 Steinbeck informed her that he was writing to his agents to tell them "to
hold up the story." Even if it had been sent out and purchased, he said,
publication could be stopped. He hoped "nothing untoward happens about
this story .... Plagiarism," he assured her, "is not one of my sins" (p. 96).
The story was held up and returned to Steinbeck, who set it aside but did
not forget it. In February 1941 he returned the story to his agents, stating in
an accompanying letter that he had learned that Mrs. Wagner had "finally
released [the story] or rather got back her rights and it was never published."
Mrs. Wagner was at that time, he wrote, "very old and crippled ... and quite
poor." Steinbeck instructed his agents to try to sell the story to a national
magazine for as much money as possible, "and I will turn the money over to
her." He cautioned his agents about mentioning in print that Mrs. Wagner was
in need of money, but he gave them liberty to "tell any editor it is a true
story. It would make her feel good," he wrote, "and would ease the little
time she has left if you could do this" (p. 226).
When Harper's paid for the story he wrote to one of Mrs. Wagner's sons,
his friend Max Wagner, telling him that he was sending Mrs. Wagner a check
for $225. "It was all I could get for the little story .... God knows it isn't
much but she could maybe get some pretties with it" (p. 227).
Indeed, Steinbeck was no plagiarist. And if he was a magpie, as he claimed
to be, he was not a shameless one. For, after an interval of nine years, he
properly made amends for the shiny story he had "filched." When the
Rowfant Club published a limited edition of the story in 1942, it must have
been a pleasure to Steinbeck to append to the story a postscript acknowledging the story's source and a quotation from the letter Mrs. Wagner wrote
after reading and approving the story. By recording that she signed the letter
"Affectionately / Edith Wagner ,"6 he was letting literary source hunters and
possible biographers know that Mrs. Wagner bore him no ill will. Ultimately,
nothing untoward had happened about the story. Rather, the circumstances
of its composition and publication reveal Steinbeck's generosity and the
depth of his concern for the feelings of Mrs. Wagner.
As for the placement of the story immediately before the manuscript
version of the preface to Tortilla Flat, Simmonds assumes that the preface
marked the beginning of Steinbeck's work on the novel. But the juxtaposition
of the McGillcuddy story and the preface does not necessarily mean that
Steinbeck wrote the story before he began the novel. Again, the letters
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provide the necessary evidence. He apparently began the writing of Tortilla
Flat about August 1933 (p. 88) and proceeded rapidly with it. By November
he had completed about three-fourths of the novel (p. 89). But he was
concerned, as he stated in a 1934letter to his agents, that the novel itself did
not contain sufficiently clear parallels to the plan of the Arthurian cycle (pp.
96-97). His solution, according to Mrs. Steinbeck and her co-editor, was to
add the chapter headings and to modify the preface by adding one key
sentence (p. 98). The draft of the preface in the diary-notebook can thus be
assumed to be a revision of the preface designed to make the parallels clear. 7
With some editorial changes the manuscript version of the preface is followed
in the published version, but the key sentence clarifying the parallel to the
Arthurian cycle - "For Danny's house was not unlike the Round Table, and
Danny's friends were not unlike the knights of it" - is exactly the same in
both versions. Following the draft of the preface in the notebook is the list of
chapter headings Steinbeck prepared for the novel, further and convincing
evidence that the portion of Tortilla Flat in the notebook was written after
the novel was completed.
The manuscripts in the notebook can thus be taken as an indication of the
order in which "The Great Mountains," the McGillcuddy story, and the
preface to Tortilla Flat were written, but the more detailed evidence
provided by the letters reveals that Steinbeck very likely wrote the novel
Tortilla Flat in 1933, between the composition of "The Great Mountains" in
1932 or 1933 and the McGillcuddy story in early 1934, and returned to the
notebook again in 1934 to draft the preface to the completed novel.

Notes
1 ..John Steinbeck, Robert Louis Stevenson, and Edith McGillcuddy ," San Jose
Studies, 1 (November 1975), 29-39.
2 Ibid., p. 34. Simmonds cites Peter Lisca, The Wide World of John Steinbeck (New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1958), pp. 72-74, as his authority on the date of
composition of Tortilla Flat.
3 Ibid., p. 35.
4 Elaine Steinbeck and Robert Wallsten, eds., Steinbeck: A Life in Letters (New
York: The Viking Press, 1975). References to this volume will be cited in parentheses.
5 I am grateful to Professor Robert Hopper, Department of Speech Communication,
the University of Texas at Austin, for his assistance in examining Steinbeck materials in
the Humanities Research Center at the University of Texas, Austin, and to the
Humanities Research Center.
6 See The Portable Steinbeck, rev. ed. (New York: The Viking Press, 1946), p. 572.
7Possibly the manuscript preface was not a revision of an earlier preface, as the
editors of the letters imply, but the original preface. The manuscript of Tortilla Flat in
the Humanities Research Center begins with the first chapter and does not include a
preface.
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The Trolley:
Technology and Values
in Retrospect

James C. Williams

T

HE nineteenth century dawned with the conjunction of two sweep-

ing advancements for the material well-being of humankind: the
opening up of the lands of the Western Hemisphere and the creation
of unprecedented instruments of production. The juncture was fortuitous
for the United States. Americans were surrounded by virgin land which
offered the possibility of peace and serenity, and they had at their disposal
the power, wealth, and productivity of industrial technology. Wherever they
looked, the future seemed bright - a rising standard of living, better
agriculture, new communication abilities, transportation improvements, new
sources of energy. Groups of conflicting interests - the state and individual,
the bourgeoisie and working class - united in praising technology despite
their differences. Technological progress was rarely viewed as malevolent.
Technology offered Americans much. The problem of justly distributing
goods could be set aside in favor of enlarging the material pie, and solutions
to drudgery appeared to be in sight. But greater equality, plenty, and comfort
were the obvious gifts of technological progress. A middle landscape between
America's pristine garden and the Faustian world of industrialization also
seemed attainable. Nature would humanize machinery, redeeming America
from European history. Thus, the early textile mills at Lowell, Massachusetts,
attempted to combine the factory with the fmishing school, and scores of
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villages tried and failed to blend industrial with agricultural pursuits. After
the Civil War, it was apparent that neither water nor steam power made
possible realization of what Leo Marx has called "the machine in the garden."
James W. Carey and John J. Quirk have argued convincingly, however, that
electricity redeemed the dream of a middle landscape betrayed by mechanical
power .1 Within this milieu of technology and values, the electric street
railway -the trolley, as it was popularly called- occupied a central place.
Cities grew rapidly in nineteenth century America. New manufacturing
ventures, technical innovations, new products, and commercial opportunities
were increasingly centralized. The conception that the city was "rich" and a
place of "opportunity" spurred growth. European immigrants, largely urban
bound, were drawn by the high wages in American cities, and farm children
were eager to escape the long drudgery of isolated rural life. The population
of New York City, for example, increased from 49,401 in 1790 to 696,115 in
1850 and reached three and one-half million by 1900. Baltimore grew from
13,503 to 508,957 during the same period, and cities germinated from tiny
villages west of the Appalachians. While primarily a rural and small town
nation during the 1800s, the country had changed by 1900 when almost a
quarter of the American population resided in urban centers of over 50,000
persons. A massive demographic shift was in full swing.
Urban concentration brought numerous problems among which the movement of people, crowding, and sanitation loomed large. Limited transportation forced workers to live in higher and higher tenements, jammed together
with businesses and factories. Living and working conditions became progressively worse with each new increment of population. But city problems were
never dealt with comprehensively. Response was piecemeal. In the American
tradition, city governments deferred much responsibility for facing difficulties to the private sector, and planning was eschewed. The vision of a
middle landscape had captivated America. In spite of the hard reality of
continued industrial and residential concentration, Americans seemed to cling
to the belief that they could have industrialization without the urban ill side
effects which characterized the European experience. Denying failure, they
soon sought actualization of the middle landscape in retreat from the city to
the suburbs. A constant search for improved transportation techniques
resulted.
The primary source of urban vehicular transportation at the outset of
the nineteenth century was the horse, first confined to pulling private
carriages and wagons. Horse-drawn omnibus or hack service began in New
York City in 1798, and a definite service pattern of privately run, public
transportation vehicles emerged in urban areas during the next decades. In
1853, the New York City hack reached the height of its success- 683 city
omnibus licenses were issued, and some 120,000 daily passengers reputedly
were transported. Nevertheless, omnibuses relieved little of the residential and
commercial congestion of the cities. Since the average 254 roundtrip fare to
the edge of the downtown area was one-fourth of the general laborer's daily
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wage and at least an eighth of the craftperson's wage, most omnibus
passengers were probably merchants, likely as not on commercial journeys.2
The steam-powered railroads, which began service in the late 1830s,
proved no more efficient than the omnibus. Fares were high, and even those
who could afford them found that regulations against steam locomotives in
the center of the cities forced them to use the omnibus as well to finish their
journeys. The delay and inconvenience undermined the advantages of commuting. Furthermore, the railroads actually encouraged urban centralization
and congestion. Like the omnibus, railroads enabled only the prosperous to
escape the city after working hours. Walking continued to be the major mode
of travel within cities, and the bulk of urban workers consequently resided
there.
The most promising intraurban transportation "breakthrough" came perhaps by accident. Objections in New York City against the use of steam
locomotives in heavily settled areas led to the use of horses or mules to pull
the rail cars along the last distance of their journey. The Harlem Railroad
proceeded to expand its horsecar service in the late 1830s, and "for the year
ending August, 1840, the road carried over one million passengers."3 In spite
of this success, however, use of horse-drawn rail cars was not quickly
adopted. The system was opposed at first by the established omnibus and
stagecoach interests; and until the development of suitable rails which did not
interfere with carriage and wagon traffic, much of the general population was
not in favor of the horsecar.4 Therefore, horsecar lines did not come into
widespread use until mid-century.
In the short-run, the horsecars were advantageous. They offered a
relatively smooth ride compared to omnibuses and were faster by a third, at
six to eight miles per hour. They required one horse to do the pulling of three
or four horses demanded by the hack and carried two to four times the
number of passengers. Finally, they had the advantage over steam railroads of
frequent stops, and individual ride tickets were priced as low as the cheapest
steam railroad season ticket packages.
But the problems connected with horsecar operation were significant.
Derailments were frequent, snow hampered operation in winter, and hills
were a serious obstacle. The fiXed rail routes resulted in horses wearing down
the pavements and a concentration of animal excreta, and rail companies
were soon required to pave and maintain right-of-ways.s Horses, costing from
$125 to $200 each, were a heavy fmancial burden. Since a horse was
generally worked only three or four hours a day and for only four to five
years, about five to eight times as many horses as cars had to be owned by a
company, and animals were continually being replaced. One observer estimated that feed, harness repair, shoeing, stable, and horse replacment costs
alone would equal $533 per day for an 1890 railway company with 900
horses.6
Disease was also a great drawback for horse railways. In 1872, a
respiratory disease epidemic called the Epizootic killed over 2,250 horses in
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three weeks in Philadelphia and killed or incapacitated a reported 18,000
horses in New York City. Even more disturbing, the waste from horses about 133 tons each day in a city of 350,000 -was a major sanitation and
health problem. It was regularly blamed for outbreaks of typhoid, diptheria,
cholera, dysentry and, the great child killer of the day, infant diarrhea.7
These problems, coupled with the fact that city growth was fast outstripping
the capabilities of horse railways, made a new transportation technique or, at
least, a new railway power source very desirable.
Various power systems were tried and in use in Europe and America
during the last half of the nineteenth century. They essentially fell into two
categories: those using independent motors mounted on individual vehicles
and those using a stationary power source which supplied several vehicles.
The success of any system, however, rested in achieving an appropriate, subtle
mix of technological and social efficiency, economy, and public acceptance.
Consequently, some systems became little more than curiosities, others saw
actual but limited use, and still others were widely adopted. Those of the first
category were unable to gain wide usage in street railways, although the
internal combustion engine ultimately succeeded when applied to an entirely
new transport technique. Some of the inventors, innovators, and backers of
developments in the second category were able to find the acceptable mix of
factors for success in street railway operation.
The steam engine was the obvious solution for an independent power
system, in spite of the fact that objections to it had given birth to the
horsecar. Few people disputed the efficiency of the steam locomotive as a
power generator, but lack of economy and public disfavor worked against the
system. The locomotive was independent of the passenger car and had to be
operated by an engineer and fireman, thereby adding costs to railway
operation. Exhaust steam and its noise were a nuisance and often frightened
horses. Furthermore, the smoke, cinders and ashes spewed forth by the coal
burning engines were very offensive. Apprehension of possible boiler explosions may have also affected public opinion. Even the development of
"dummy locomotives" in the 1850s, which disguised the engine mechanism
in a box and condensed the exhaust steam in an effort to make it as silent and
inoffensive as possible, did not overcome all objections. The "dummy"
systems were adopted but tended to be used only in lightly populated areas.
Other independent systems included cars propelled by ammonia gas and
petroleum gas. Emile Lamm built and operated an ammoniacal streetcar in
New Orleans in 1871 but abandoned it in favor of a modified steam engine.
In the early 1890s, a New Jersey firm was reported to have revived the
ammonia gas engine patents, but the system remained less economical and
efficient than steam. Petroleum gas engines offered much promise in efficiency over other motors, for heat was not lost through its transmission from
a furnace to the motor cylinder. Their development lagged behind that of
other systems, however, and they were still in the experimental stage in the
early 1890s.a
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The ingenuity of inventors was remarkable, and two power developments
are worth noting because of their unique combination of vision and
adherence to the conventional. The petroleum gas engine was in its infancy in
1883, when an enterprising inventor envisioned harnessing its power to a
streetcar. Gearing the engine to the wheels, though, proved difficult. Thus,
the inventor attached the engine to two fluid cylinders which were arranged
to bring pressure upon a foot. The foot, padded with rubber so as not to jar
the vehicle, stepped three feet along the pavement between the tracks with
each tum of the engine. The step length was controlled by the engineer.
Almost as novel, Englishman Thomas Middleton combined a stationary steam
engine in 1875 with giant springs, similar to those in a clock. The engine
wound up a series of six compound coil springs in barrels of the car's power
unit. The five ton streetcar then was able to. travel as the springs unwound for
one-half mile at a speed of seven miles per hour. The next year Middleton
tried 24 springs and traveled two miles on one winding. 9
The clockwork streetcar suggests what historian George W. Hilton has
described as "the most obvious way to harness the stationary steam engine
for urban transport." This was a "mechanical connection between the engine
and the passengers."! a The purest example of this conception was the cable
car, which became the first widespread innovation to replace the horse car.
Experiments in cable traction began in the 1860s, but Andrew S. Hallidie's
one mile long San Francisco Clay Street line was the first truly successful
system. Although it was initially thought the cable car only succeeded in San
Francisco because of the city's unique steep hills, straight streets, and mild
climate, Chicago's adoption of cable traction in 1882 demonstrated its·
economy and efficiency in another environment. By the 1890s cable lines
operated in most of America's largest cities, with Chicago's system, consisting
of three companies and 710 cars negotiating some 82 miles of track, being the
most extensive.
The rather wide adoption of the cable car did not mean it was the urban
transportation solution. While it moved passengers more quickly and was
cleaner, quieter, cheaper to operate in high density areas and in some ways
more efficient than horsecars, cable traction had severe drawbacks. The initial
construction costs, ranging from $80,000' to $200,000 per mile, were twice
that of other systems. The expensive subterranean conduits, the cables, power
house equipment, and grip cars were all unique, and little if any equipment
from horse lines which cable might replace was reusable. A modified system
in Tacoma, Washington, built for $30,000 to $40,000 per mile, used a
shallow conduit roadbed on which the cable passed through a rolled iron
conduit resting on top of cross ties, but this technique was not in widespread
use.ll In any case, the necessary conduit construction made cable systems
even less flexible than standard railways, and cable drag limited the length of
lines to at best five miles. The system was also energy inefficient, dissipating
from 55 to 75 percent of power house generated energy simply moving the
cables. Worse still, cable cars were dangerous, for grips were easily and too
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often entangled in loose cable strands, rendering the cars uncontrollable.
Mekarski's compressed-air or pneumatic system was another effort to
harness the stationary steam engine for city transportation. Developed in
France in ·the 1870s, it utilized a stationary steam engine to compress air at a
main depot. Storage tanks on the streetcar were then charged, and air was
released as required to drive the car's piston motor. The main compressor also
fed a pipe line which ran to intermediate charging stations along the route,
where a car could be recharged in a minute and a half. The advantage of the.
pneumatic system was its quiet, absolute cleanliness, but it was apparently
not dependable and allegedly required a great deal of coal to operate the
compressors. John McKay reports that the "line running from the Hotel de
Ville to Versailles was popularly known by the Parisian public as the ...

Reste-en-panne." 12
In 1893 Herman Haupt, an American civil engineer, argued at length in
favor of the pneumatic system as the most economical and efficient traction
type. He contended that its 1879 development and operation on New York
City's Second Avenue line by a Mr. Hardie failed because of opposition to its
adoption elsewhere. The president of a Philadelphia horsecar line reportedly
said, for example, that he would use pneumatic cars only if a stuffed horse
rode on a platform in front of each car, for a horseless car would scare
animals along the route. Such opposition from horsecar companies, argued
Haupt, led to Hardie's bankruptcy. His patents were then tied up in the estate
of a deceased creditor from 1880 until their expiration in 1892, so no one
could use the system. Regardless of Haupt's arguments, compressed-air
traction was less than successful in the United States, although New York
City's Metropolitan Street Railway operated a line in the 1890s.l3
None of these several alternatives to the horsecar were able to replace
animal power entirely. In 1890 there were 5,661 miles ofhorsecar railway in
American cities compared to 711 miles powered by steam and 488 miles of
cable.14 These alternative systems seemed unable to fmd the proper mix of
economy, efficiency, and public acceptance for widespread success. It
remained for developments in quite a different technology to arrive upon the
magic formula.
The electric industry was born at the outset of the nineteenth century
with the simple primary battery of Alessandro Volta. Through the next
one-hundred years, the intermingling of science and technology guided by
dozens of pioneer discoverers and inventors fully developed the industry. By
1900 some four billion dollars were invested in electrical equipment, its
impact upon America during the fmal years of the last century being nothing
less than phenomenal. "Indeed," wrote one contemporary, "no bounds can
be placed upon this spirit of the nineteenth century .... "15 From this new
industry sprang the most successful·street railway power system- the trolley
- and the industry continued to grow, becoming virtually indispensible to
modern society.
Attempts to harness electricity for transportation began very early. Using
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primary batteries as the source of power, Vermont blacksmith Thomas
Davenport built and operated the frrst electric motors of significant size, one
of them driving a small electric train in London at three miles per hour in
1838. Two years later Robert Davidson used electricity to power a railway
car in Scotland at four miles per hour, and a twelve ton electric locomotive
reaching nineteen miles per hour was tested on the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad in 1854 by Charles G. Page. The primary battery, however, provided
power at twenty times the cost of equivalent steam power, so "until a more
economical source of current was available, there was no possibility of
electric power's coming into general use."l6
The development of the dynamo in the 1870s provided a cheap source of
electric current. Driven by stationary steam engines, Thomas Edison's
"Jumbo" dynamos and those of other companies were generating current for
arc and incandescent lamps in the 1880s. At the same time, interest renewed
in applying electric power to transportation. Werner von Siemens introduced
a tiny experimental train at the 1879 Berlin Trade Fair, and Edison
experimented with electric traction in 1880 on a one-third mile track in
Menlo Park, New Jersey. The next five years saw development of several
other trial lines. Leo Daft constructed railways at Coney Island and in
Baltimore, Charles Van Depoele ran a line at Toronto, Bentley and Knight
operated one in Cleveland, and John C. Henry installed lines in Kansas City
and San Diego. By 1887 there were about ten electricsteeet railways in the
United States with a total of some sixty miles of track.l 7
The principal technological problems of electric traction were overcome
by Frank J. Sprague, whose interest in electricity began and developed while
he was a cadet at the United States Naval Academy and while on active duty.
In 1882 Sprague directed his electrical interests toward transportation after
experiencing daily trips on the asphyxiating, coal-burning London tubes.
Resigning from the Navy in 1883, he joined Edison at Menlo Park. Within a
year he had plunged out on his own, forming the Sprague Electric Railway
and Motor Company. He solicited the support of one of Edison's business
associates, E. H. Johnson, who agreed to advance small cash sums progressively in return for interests in the company, and Sprague began building motors.
The venture profited nicely, and in three years Johnson sold his shares to
Edison for $400,000. In the meantime, Sprague contracted with Richmond,
Virginia, in 1887, to build a twelve mile, forty car streetcar system in ninety
days. "The contract was taken under terms, price and guarantee easily placing
it ordinarily in the 'knave or fool class,'" recalled Sprague.1s Although
suffering a loss of some $75,000 in his initial effort, Sprague met the
contract. In doing so he developed the positively geared ''wheelbarrow
suspension" motor which could withstand the shocks of ordinary travel,
perfected an overhead conductor trolley pick-up and ground return, invented
an efficient motor controller, and developed fixed carbon brushes to allow
easy back and forward running. The success of these developments fully
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launched electric traction, and Sprague more than made up his deficit by
equipment sales based on his new national reputation and technical experience.
Rarely has an industrial development seen as rapid adoption and success as
the electrification of street railways. Within two years of the 1888 completion of the Richmond line, 1, 261 miles of electrically powered railways
were in operation - 15 percent of the total street railway mileage. By 1902
there were 21 ,907 miles of electric railways and only 259 miles of horsecar
lines. Cable and steam roads also declined substantially in mileage. By 1882
the investment in street railways had been $150 million. By 1902 the
investment, now 98 percent electric, reached over two billion dollars.l9
Several factors serve to explain the stunning success of the trolley.
Technologically, it had few obstacles once the power delivery and motor
problems were solved. Horsecar rails and car barns were simply taken over at
frrst, operating details of the older systems were borrowed almost intact coin boxes, fare registers, and even the cars themselves with slight modifications - and the trolley capitalized and improved upon the power generating
station developed for the electric light. One of the few technological
difficulties stemmed from the use of grounded circuits by both street railways
and telephone systems. The latter threatened to stop trolley adoptions, for
telephone circuit burn-outs and static interference were greatly intensified
when an electric railway was introduced. Finally, telephone systems were
compelled to adopt complete metallic circuits and to place their lines higher
overhead.
Another key to the success of electric traction was its efficiency. In
addition to being able to utilize railway equipment effectively, the initial cost
of trolley installation was on a par with all other systems and far below that
of cable lines. It required lighter carriages than cable, and it carried no fuel or
separate engineers and frremen as did steam. Electric streetcar speeds were
faster than either horse or cable cars, and the trolley could easily vary its
speed in different traffic densities. It operated with high reliability in wide
conditions of weather and terrain, did not emit sparks, smoke and other
noxious by-products, and could travel farther from the urban centers than
earlier systems. Finally, it greatly minimized the dissipation of energy
between the power source and passenger, often while sharing the power
source with electric lighting systems.2o
The electric "engineer-entrepreneurs" such as Edison and Sprague were
also invaluable to the trolley's success. According to Harold C. Passer, these
industrial leaders clearly visualized what tasks electric power could accomplish, devised the products and solicited the capital support for innovation.21
Their entrepreneurship was perhaps more sophisticated than that of leaders in
the other traction power fields. When Haupt was arguing rhetorically about
the superiority of the pneumatic system in 1893, ele(!tric traction people
proclaimed a priori success of their system, ignored detractors, and sold the
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trolley to community after community. Meanwhile the industry consolidated
through mergers, and the two largest frrms, General Electric and Westinghouse, pooled their patents. By 1900 the industry had become a powerful
oligopoly, using industrial research and public relations to develop their
product lines.
The entrepreneurship and complete self-confidence of the trolley producers quickly paid off. As early as 1890, business people who were frankly
uninterested in the technology itself or many of its side effects were attracted ·
by the promise of profit. Construction bonds were issued on generous terms,
equipment companies offered attractive long-term credit, and local capitalists
more than willingly invested in the future and the growth of their communities. Local government characteristically allowed freedom to the private
sector, granting franchises which were short on regulation and requirements.
Throughout the 1890s, according to the later Massachusetts Board of Railway
Commissioners, "promotion ran wild with the idea that immense profits were
to be realized in the extension of the old and in the construction of the new
railways as electric roads, in any and every direction; that when no business
was in sight, it would appear under the creative magic of the electric car."22
Real estate speculators in and out of the trolley companies were prominent backers of electric traction and did not hide their interest. The Kent
Company of Alexandria, Louisiana, for example, had controlling interest in
the local trolley company and ran ads in the local newspaper prodding
residents to "buy a lot in Kent Co. land and ride the streetcars free for three
years." Alonzo H. Hill, director in the Yerkes traction companies of Chicago,
used his inside position personally to turn a $49,700 profit on a $3,300
corner lot investment as a result of a railway extension. Again in Louisiana,
this time in Shreveport, the owners of Gladstone Realty Company used their
connections to build an amusement park and suburban homes in conjunction
with a railway extension. The electricity for the Gladstone Amusement Park
was conveniently supplied by the traction company. Finally, an example in
Monroe, Louisiana, suggests that speculators had their influence in the local
political power structure. In 1907 the "city officials" of Monroe, which had
one of the few municipal owned and operated traction systems in the United
States, authorized a line extension "passing the City Limits, into open
country" and ending in a vacant field. Naturally, development of houses and
businesses soon followed.23
Of course, opposition to electric traction existed but was scattered in
origin, disorganized, and largely ignored. An early concern about electrocution seemed to pass with assurances from electrical engineers and promoters
that "the few deaths that do occur are among the employees, and in general,
are caused by neglect of instructions and failure to observe the necessary
precautions."24 But the trolley's overhead wire construction raised more
serious objections. As early as 1883, an engineer who favored cable traction
predicted that "the public would not submit to more poles in the streets,"
and architects also appeared concerned about the aesthetic appearance of
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overhead construction.25 According to Nicholas B. Wainwright, organized
protest actually formed in Philadelphia in 1892, when the councils of the city
passed an ordinance permitting trolley construction. A mass meeting at the
Academy of Music encouraged Mayor Edwin Stuart to veto the ordinance,
but the councils overrode opinion and the veto. Within a year all those who
had opposed the trolley were petitioning for more lines.26 Disquietude about
overhead construction did lead to experiments with subterranean electric
lines, conduits and occasional use of battery powered streetcars, but these
innovations were either too costly or inefficient. John McKay argued in his
recent study of the European tramway experience that the "cultural perceptions'' of the old world impeded adoption of the American system "because
of the aesthetic damage - the 'visual pollution'- it seemed to entail...."
There, government regulation led to modifications in overhead construction
which produced what McKay considered a more pleasing result.27 Such
interference, however, would not be tolerated by American trolley promoters
and operators. Whether the public would have supported modifications seems
to be a moot point.
Another aspect of opposition to the trolley grew out of the labor,
anti-corporate, and good government movements in late-nineteenth century
America. Emerson P. Schmidt wrote in the 1930s that "the greed, rapacity,
and skullduggery of the early street railway promoters" led to shoddy
construction, overcapitalization and the exploitation of labor.2s In 1892 a
writer for Harper's Weekly expressed the same view: "Corporations are
proverbially 'soul-less,' and when they see an opportunity of cutting down
expenses from 30 to 50 per cent, they are not likely to develop sufficient
conscience to resist the temptation, so long as they are granted the privileges
which they ask or demand without having the slightest restrictions placed
upon their actions." The country's municipalities were clearly to blame for
the fact that only one road in the nation - in Washington, D.C. - was
properly equipped.29
Street railway laborers plainly suffered from profit-seeking and from
efforts to lower labor costs. The "tripper system" allowed management to
pay by the trip for rush hour cars, thereby avoiding full-time salaries for
many motormen and conductors. Time tables were revised to speed the
number of trips and ihus fares. Overtime work was required, and motormen
were held responsible for damage to their cars. As one contemporary
pro-labor writer put it, once the mechanical costs were cut as low as possible,
only the "human machines" were left to sacrifice to lower expenses.3o The
results of these and simllar management policies ultimately led to the
Brooklyn Streetcar Strike of 1895 - the ''War of the Trolleys." The strike
involved all segments of the community, stranded virtually all Brooklyn
residents who relied on the trolley for their transportation, used the state
militia to keep peace, and led in the end to bloodshed.31 But this and similar
strikes in other cities, like other opposition to aspects of the trolley industry
and technology, did not lead to reform or public rejection of electric traction.
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American laissez-faire tradition, acceptance of social Darwinism, and long
seated suspicion of government in general still mitigated against public action
in the 1890s. In fact, the public had much more reason to accept than reject
the trolley.
Americans had tacitly opted for growth and a comfortable middle
landscape when the nineteenth century began. The technology which was to
help them reach the garden seemed to work most profitably in an urban
setting, however, and the cities of America became magnets to immigrants
and farm children. In search of Utopia, most Americans seemed only to find
congestion, continued drudgery, and worsening squalor; amidst this reality
were sublimated the ideal values of independence, equality, and liberty. Yet
values and visions fermented in nineteenth century American minds. When
Adna Ferrin Weber observed in 1899 "that the American penchant for
dwelling in cottage houses instead of business blocks after the fashion of
Europe" underscored the suburban spread of the nation's cities,32 he was
seeing the expression of those pent up values and the continued quest for the
middle landscape. By the later 1880s the desire to retreat from the city had
increased with urban growth and congestion. Here were powerful reasons not
to reject any type of traction. In the void of city planning, traction became a
tool to fix urban social ills, fulfill the rural ideal, and allow the material pie to
continue growing.
These were mighty reasons, but alone they were not enough. Nor when
coupled with encouragement by innovators were they sufficient, as the
experiences of pneumatic and steam systems suggest. The very fact that steam
power was recognised as a cause of the urban submergence of the middle
landscape doomed the chances of steam railways and, perhaps by association,
the possibilities of compressed-air systems. What was needed was a technology associated with the future, not the past; one linked to the imagination
of science, not to the reality of industrialism. And these were the virtues of
electricity and the trolley.
By 1890 science was established as the world's "great comforter, civilizer,
and enlightener."33 More important, electricity was clearly the child of
science. Invisible, silent, powerful, efficient - only science could explain this
magical force, and it quickly caught the American whim. In the mid-1880s,
Dr. Wellington Adams was proclaiming an electrical utopia, and his theme was
speedily adopted by others. "Electricity is destined to be one of the most
powerful factors entering our social condition," wrote Joseph Wetzler in
1890. "It must bring forth changes in the social order which are even now
hardly realized." That these changes would be for the best was underscored in
the mid-1890s by Harper's Weekly, which indelicately referred to electricity
as "this latest and efficient slave."34 By 1915 electricity had become so
Edenic, an engineer could seriously magnify the industry's encouragement of
electric appliance sales and use as a "factor in civilization." "Take an electric
fan, for instance, it certainly is an aid to civilization on a hot day. The same is
true of the electric flatiron."35
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"From a photograph of a model in operation" , Journal of the A sso ciation of Engineering
Societies, 1883-84.

The trolley was the first conspicuous evidence of the electrical redemption
of sublimated dreams. It was the "machine in the garden." It allowed escape
from urban squalor and "prevented that great congestion wl1ich is found in
fo reign cities."36 Its noiselessness, apparent cleanliness, and efficiency earned
it credits fo r bettering city sanitation, providing leisure time and pleasure,
ending tenement living, and providing a healthier ru ral li fe for Americans. In
this sense it had, or it appeared to have what Joel Tarr has described as a
" moral influence" on society. However, the moral influence Tarr ascribed to
the trolley may more properly have belonged to electricity itself, to E. H.
Mullin's "great electric wate rfall cities of the future." The tro lley, after all ,
was only one of many electrical " slaves" - albeit the largest producer, user,
and publicizer of electricity throughout the 1890s. And , when the trolley was
disappearing during the 1930s, the crea tion of the Tennessee Valley Authority and Rural Electrification Administration heralded the potentially universal
moral influence of electricity fo r humank ind.37
As the utopian visions of T.V.A. were barren , so too were the promises of
electric traction. Swamped by the contin uing rural to urban demographic
shift in the twentieth century, the trolley appeared to be no longer ca pable of
fulfilling the dual vision of pastoral, Faustian comfort sought by Americans.
As early as 1896, observed James Flink, articles began to appear in American
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magazines calling for the adoption of the automobile and motor truck as a
solution to the urban sanitation problem created by the thousands of horses
which the trolley still had not replaced.3B Motor vehicles powered by steam,
electricity, and gasoline were soon being widely adopted. Commercially
operated jitneys and growing numbers of private vehicles gradually undermined trolley patronage, and the rapid adoption of Henry Ford's mass
produced Model ''T" largely sealed the trolley's fate. The now ubiquitous
automobile, promising even greater fulftllment of American dreams, replaced
it as quickly as the trolley had supplanted the horsecar.
Ironically, the trolley and rapid transit still captivated the American
imagination. In spite of evidence to the contrary, we still seemed to believe
our urban problems - transportation and otherwise - and would "be. solved
by technological 'breakthroughs.'"39 Throughout the years since the Second
World War, we have sought alternative transportation systems. Rapid transit
line-haul systems with high speeds, computer controls, and automatic fare
collections were installed in San Francisco, Atlanta, and Washington, D.C. A
rubber-tire rapid transit line appeared in Pittsburgh, patterned after systems
in Montreal, Paris, and Mexico City. Monorail and air cushion systems were
added by the late-1960s. Demand activated bus systems - "dial-a-ride" were employed in Haddonfield, New Jersey and San Jose, California with
mixed results. Special commuter bus lanes on highways supplemented rapid
transit in cities such as San Francisco. Los Angeles yet expects to have an
automated three-mile long, $167 million downtown people-mover by 1981.
But the success of the systems actually used has been limited in solving the
urban transportation problem.4o
Irony mounted upon irony with the energy crisis of the early 1970s.
Advocates of rail transit accused the automobile industry, particularly
General Motors, of conspiring to destroy the nation's trolley and interurban
systems by buying up companies and scrapping the streetcars in favor of
motor buses. Then the automobile giants were said to have intentionally
allowed the buses to flounder, leaving only the more profitable automobile.
Of course, General Motors denied the charges.41 Nonetheless, it was clear
that Americans still clung to the electric mythos and sought technological
solutions for problems. It should have been no surprise when in early 1977
President Carter, questioning expenditures on overdesigned major rail-transit
systems, encouraged and supported the Department of Transportation's
consideration for more use of buses and "light rail" trolley-type lines or
automated downtown "people-mover" systems.42
Attempts to look at social problems comprehensively, transportation
included, have grown since the start of the twentieth century, but they have
generally been frustrated. The response to urban transportation problems
over recent years suggests that those in a position to influence action have
chosen to ignore C. H. Cooley's 1894 admonition that "there can be no
adequate theory of transportation which has regard only to some aspect of its
social function, as the economic aspect."43 It has become clear that building
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techniques, telephones, air travel, television, computers, federal housing
policies, corporate economic policies, welfare laws, and social values (among
others) also shape the human condition. Perhaps the frustration experienced
over the years by those who have thought problems stem "largely from
unbalanced, disorderly development - the result of inadequate comprehensive planning"44 - can be relieved, unless another "breakthrough" redeems
the quest for the middle landscape. One fears the finality suggested in the
title of Elting Morison's recent book, From Know-How to Nowhere. 45
"At the root of our misconception about technology" wrote James Carey
and John Quirk, "is the benign assumption that benefits of technology are
inherent in the machinery itself so that political strategies and institutional
arrangements can be considered minor."4G The American experience with
electric street railways is a case in point, as are the earlier experiences with
steam power and the contemporary escapade with motor vehicles and, I
might add, with nuclear energy. The trolley came upon the scene at a crucial
stage in urban development. Gordon E. Cherry suggests that "it was a major
paradox that at the very time when [Ebenezer] Howard began to proffer
satellites as an urban solution, the internal combustion engine and electric
traction were to provide new forces for urban spread."47 Underlying these
new forces were the massive demographic shift to the city and, at least in
America, the misconception about technology. At once, electric technology
would solve our problems and magically permit travel betweel! Utopia and
Arcadia. It did not, of course, and more comprehensive effortS to solve the
problems of our condition were largely foregone. Today it is equally significant that while the demographic movement seems to be turning around, our
view of technology seems steadfast. Further, the American pursuit of the
middle landscape has not subsided; our values appear to remain very much
the same as those of our nineteenth century forebearers.
"A sense of the wholeness of things," said Kitto, "is perhaps the most
typical feature of the Greek mind."4S It is perhaps our lack of a holistic
approach to life and comprehensive approach to problem solving that led us
to mythologize electric technology and pin unrealistic expectations on the
trolley. These deficiencies may well continue to mitigate against us today. As
we struggle to deal with the future, with proposals for new or modified
technologies, with what is real and what is only a hopeful shadow, can we
meet each challenge with full comprehension that everything is related to
everything? Perhaps our experience with the trolley can remind us of the
complex relationship of technology and values and encourage us to be more
cautious about what we ask of technology, how and why we implement and
control it, what we expect of it, and what in fact it might leave us with.
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Commercial Bank

Trading Areas
WilliamS. Penn, Jr. and J. Edwin Saunders

C

OMMERCIAL banking has been one form of business slow to
develop an appreciation for the marketing concept, which fundamentally states that any firm should focus on fulfilling the wants
and needs of its selected target markets at a profit. Banks, steeped in the
traditional keeping of "banker's hours," have found it difficult to change,
since habits ingrained in the fabric of commercial banking have tended to
forestall any alterations of old patterns of behavior. In California, however,
the increased number of state-chartered, independent local banks has changed
some of the larger banks' thinking about their ways of doing business. The
new small unit banks have actively utilized at least the start of the marketing
concept and have sought to meet the needs of their intended customers, even
at the expense of unorthodox behavior.
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One large bank in the San Francisco Bay Area, for instance, recently
conducted an advertising campaign through newspapers and radio emphasizing that patrons "choose their banks with their feet" and that this bank, by
offering lower interest loans to consumers, wanted to save its customers'
money, rather than their feet. This campaign led us to undertake an empirical
study of the trading areas of banks and bank branches to verify or refute that
claim. We began with a hypothesis that the majority of a bank's business
would originate in the area surrounding its location and that this area had a
radius of approximately one mile, the "primary" service area that the proposed
facility would serve. In addition, the area between the circumference of the
primary area and a two-mile radius tended to account for the major portion
of the bank's remaining business. This additional area is the "secondary
service area."
In order to generalize the findings as much as possible in this limited
experimental study, we included many different types of geographic and
physical boundaries. The Department of Automation and Marketing Research
of the American Bankers Association has hypothesized that barriers to trade
such as freeways or major thoroughfares would limit a bank's service area.l
Further, it concluded that the existence of shopping centers and their relation
to a banking location would affect the boundaries of the resulting area, as
would the presence of other branches of the same or competing banks.
For this study, three kinds of banks were included in the program: one
unit bank of recent opening date which has no branches (Foothill Bank); one
similar, but somewhat older, independent bank which has opened its frrst
branch (Bank of Santa Clara); and a large, established major bank which pas
many branches (First National Bank of San Jose). For this last bank, branches
were chosen in six widely differing locations: (1) a strip shopping center;
(2) a regional shopping center surrounded by largely residential areas; (3) a
residential area with no shopping center facilities nearby; (4) a light industrial
area without residential units close to it; {5) the fringe of the main shopping
area of a city; and (6) the main shopping center of a small suburb several
miles distant from other cities or communities.
For each of these locations, addresses of customers were supplied by the
cooperating banks. Where they could, the banks split their accounts' addresses among the three major types of accounts: demand deposit accounts
(DDA), commonly called checking accounts; time deposit accounts {TDA);
and saving accounts. The newest bank was unable to supply the breakdown
by types, compelling its data to be included in the aggregated findings only.
Customer addresses were coded (where appropriate) as to type of account
and approximate location marked on large-scale maps of the respective areas.
Then for each facility, counts were made of the number of each type of
account in the one-mile primary area and in the two-mile secon~ary area, and
the percentages were calculated. The resulting patterns {shown on the figures
appended to this paper) are labelled to agree with the tabulated data.
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A previous study of banks' service areas published by Rex 0. Bennett had
defmed a bank's trading or primary service area as " ... that geographic area
from which about 70 to 80 percent of the customers of the branch
originate ."2 He had postulated that the normal clustering of customers tends
to become diffused as time passes and as the customers originally patronizing
the facility disperse. The concept of the primary service area, therefore, soon
becomes inapplicable. Bennett also states that "the location of competitors
near the tentative boundaries of a service area (that is, boundaries determined
without competition) may reduce those boundaries." Our study does not
support this hypothesis, however, for we have uncovered no contraction of
the boundaries of convenience or patronage caused by new banking facilities,
branches, and/or unit banking offices. While the market potential in terms of
the dollar volume of business may be negatively affected by the presence of
competitors of various kinds, this is caused by the consumers' discrimination
of the competing services offered.
Bennett also notes that the service area of existing banks may be
delineated by plotting the residential addresses of a sample of existing
checking accounts on a map. It seems obvious, in addition, that the mapping
of loan accounts and savings accounts is equally valid. And rather than
confine the mapping to the "residential" addresses as Bennett suggests, the
accounts' addresses whether business or residential should, of course, be
plotted.
The findings of this study appear in the tables that follow. Table I shows
the calculated proportions of accounts within the one-mile radius area. Table
II covers the two-mile radius area in similar fashion.
Tables I and II, pages 94 and 95.
1. In Table I, percentages of the total accounts reveal an unexpectedly wide
variation from facility to facility. The two highest values are for one
branch that opened in January 1950, and one that opened in June 1963,
more than 13 years later. The lowest value is for the main office of this
same bank which opened in 1874 and which has clearly been affected by
the openings of two of the bank's branches in more recent years, one of
which lies within the one-mile radius and the other within the two-mile
radius.
2. The age of the banking facility does not support the hypothesis that a
bank's accounts automatically disperse over time. Bennett's work cited
earlier states that "about 64 percent of bank customers open their
accounts at the closest available branch, but over a period of time, only
about 31 percent continue to use the branch closest to work or home as
their primary branch." Because both residence and business addresses of
customer locations are analyzed in this study, it is clear that Bennett's
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statement is not supported from our findings and that other factors
restrain or at least offset dispersion of accounts over time.
3. Figures on the DDA (checking) accounts also show large variations. The
highest percentage is for a branch that opened in June 1963 which has
52.6 percent of its accounts inside the one-mile area. The lowest (19.4
percent) is for the main office that opened in 1874 and which has, as

TABLE I
PERCENT OF ACCOUNTS
WITHIN ONE-MILE RADIUS

BANK OR
BRANCH
BANK OF SANTA CLARA
Strip Shopping Area
Single Branched Bank

Oct. 1973

5.0

42.0

28.0

25.0

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SAN JOSE Branch I

1874

14.4

20.3

19.4

17.4

Branch 3

Jan. 1950

38.3

56.8

48.9

47.8

Isolated Small City
Downtown, Branch 5

Apr. 1954

38.9

18.4

25.3

27.6

Branch 10

June 1957

47.1

37.5

23.9

35.8

Strip Commercial
Branch 15

May 1963

22.1

37.8

35.8

31.8

Residential Neighborhood
Shop Area Branch 16

June 1963

62.8

47.3

52.6

54.3

Light Industrial
Branch 21

Nov. 1967

50.0

38.2

48.8

45.6

Outlying, No Shopping
Center Branch 24

May 1971

42.0

48.4

50.6

47.8

FOOTHILL BANK
Large Regional
Shopping Center

Dec. 1975

NA

NA

NA

20.0

DATE
OPENED

* Time Deposit Accounts
**Demand Deposit (Checking Accounts)
NA: Not Available
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TOTAL

SAVINGS
TDA*

DDA**

TABLE II
PERCENT OF ACCOUNTS
WITHIN 1WO-MILE RADIUS

BANK OR
BRANCH

TDA

BANK OF SANTA CLARA

15.0

70.0

56.0

47.0

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SAN JOSE, Branch 1

32.2

36.5

37.5

34.8

Branch 3

53.2

65.9

59.6

59.4

Branch 5

58.9

57.5

48.3

54.9

Branch 10

52.3

40.2

34.1

42.2

Branch 15

62.1

67.7

53.7

61.1

Branch 16

83.0

76.9

73.7

77.8

Branch 21

74.4

64.0

71.4

70.0

Branch 24

74.0

83.5

83.5

81.5

FOOTHILL BANK

NA

NA

NA

51.0

SAVINGS

TOTAL
DDA

noted earlier, clearly been affected by the opening of competing branches
of the same bank. Branch 3 opened in January 1950, and Branch 10 in
June 1957. Both of these newer branches are within the primary service
area of the main office.
4. For savings accounts, the lowest value (18.4) is for Branch 5 that opened
in 1954, while the highest is for Branch 3 that opened in 1950, some four
years earlier. This latter branch competes with the main office's location.
Once again, the hypothesized decline in the ratio of accounts within the
primary service area does not seem to be supported.
5. For time deposit accounts (TDA), the single branched bank reported the
lowest value at 5.0 percent. The highest ratio was found for Branch 16 of
the major, multi-branched bank (62.8 percent). The single-branched bank
opened for business in October 1973, while Branch 16 opened in June
1963. Unfortunately, the newest of the banks studied did not have
available the breakdown of accounts by type to permit comparisons. But
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again, the idea that the primary service area's percentage of accounts
decays over time appears to be refuted.
6. The percentages for the total number of accounts by banking facility
(omitting the main office of the largest bank because of its age and
because it is in direct competition with two of its newer branches) indicate
that there may be a period of time over which any bank's ratio may be
expected to grow as business is promoted aggressively. The lowest value
(20.0 percent) is for the bank that opened in 1975. In general, a bank's
business increases as it becomes older and presumably more established.
However, arraying the data in order from the most recently opened bank
to the oldest gives the following tabulation:
1975
1973
1971
1967
1963
1963
1957
1954
1950

20.0%
25.0
47.8
45.6
54.3
31.8
35.8
27.6
47.8

These figures suggest that, indeed, some tendency toward decay in the
ratio of accounts does occur over time, but the indication is far from frrm.
The oldest facility in the studied group has one of the three highest ratios.
Since many factors probably have changed in the quarter of a century
spanned by the data, the conclusion perhaps suggests a general tendency,
rather than a fact. It seems safe to suggest that any new bank ought
vigorously to market its services within its one-mile radius area with the
expectation that it might achieve a ratio in the SO percent range within its
first ten years of operations.
7. If the average values calculated for the oldest bank and shown in Table I
were designated as "norms" for the ratios (excluding the figures for the
main office and the one branch most directly competing with it), some
interesting conclusions may be drawn: the new unit bank and the
single-branched bank have ratios that lag significantly behind average
levels. Even acknowledging that one bank's ratios may not be appropriate
norms for other banks, nonetheless it is suggested that promotional efforts
by these two banks will increase their business.
Comparing the figures in Table II with those in Table I suggests that the
principal market of a banking facility lies between a one-mile and a two-mile
radius of the location. As would be expected, all of the ratios are larger when
the greater area is considered, but less than a doubling of the percentages
occurs overall. Only the newest bank's figures show the doubling - probably
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the result of its being fairly early in the program of exploiting its primary
service area.
Table III arrays the above information by the basic type of location: a
strip shopping area location may be compared with a regional shopping center
location or a neighborhood-residential location compared with a primarily
light commercial/industrial location.

TABLE III
PERCENT OF ACCOUNT TYPES
AND LOCATION- ONE MILE RADIUS AREA
LOCATIONAL
DESCRIPTION
Strip Shopping Area
(Bank of Santa Clara)

SAVINGS

TOTAL
DDA

TDA
5.0

42.0

28.0

25.0

Strip Commercial Area
(Branch 15)

22.1

37.8

35.8

31.8

Light Industrial Area
(Branch 21)

50.0

38.2

48.8

45.6

Isolated Downtown Area
(Branch 5)

38.9

18.4

25.3

27.6

62.8

47.3

52.6

54.3

-

-

-

20.0

Outlying, No Shopping Center
(Branch 24)

42.0

48.4

50.6

47.8

Downtown (Branch 1)

14.4

20.3

19.4

17.4

Downtown (Competing Branch)*

47.1

37.5

23.9

35.8

Downtown {Competing Branch)** 38.3

56.8

48.9

47.9

Residential & Neighborhood
Shopping Area (Branch 16)
Large Regional Shopping
Area(FoothillBank)

* Branch 10, closest to and most directly competing with Branch 1, the
Main Office.
** Branch 3, within two miles of Main Office and less directly competing with
it.
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The figures in Table III suggest what might well have been concluded on
the basis of reasoning alone: that the best location for a banking unit is in a
combination of a residential area and shopping center facilities but where
these shopping facilities are neighborhood, rather than regional. Such a
configuration attracts commercial or business accounts, as well as the types of
accounts that develop from the residential portion of the primary service
area. Further, if (as is likely) the factor of physical convenience is less
important for time deposit accounts, banks may profitably solicit these from
well outside the primary service area.
In summary, this empirical study of selected banking offices in the San
Jose area leads to the conclusion that persons do, indeed, choose their banks
on the basis of physical or geographical convenience and that this provides
the rationale for economic studies of bank office potentials. The primary
service or trading area of a bank lies within a two-mile radius area around the
site with the core of it within a one-mile radius. In choosing sites for new
bank offices or for branches of existing banks, these fmdings should lead to
more efficient selection of ·possible places to locate. Further, having standards
against which to measure progress is a necessary ingredient for evaluating the
effectiveness of promotional programs.
Notes
1 A Guide to Selecting Bank Locations (New York: American Bankers Association,
1965), p. 13.
2 Bank Location Analysis (Washington, D.C.: American Banker's Association, 1975),
p. 21.
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Notes on Contributors

Bettina Aptheker, a lecturer in the Women Studies Program at San Jose State
University, has been a free lance writer since 1968. Her publications include
The Morning Breaks: The Trial of Angela Davis; The Academic Rebellion in
the United States: A Marxist Appraisal; and If They Come In the Morning,
Voices of Resistance (with Angela Davis). She has recently edited The
Unfolding Drama: Studies in U. S. History and is currently working on
Woman'~ Legacy: The Anti-Racist & Working Class Tradition.
Edward J. Laurie is a professional educator who received his Ed.D. from
UCLA in 1959. Initially attracted to the study of computer technology, he
wrote four books on that subject before entering the more challenging field
of educational administration. From Chairman of the Marketing Department
at San Jose State University, he moved upwards to become the Associate
Dean for Curriculum in the School of Business (where the administrative
hierarchy was almost immediately streamlined to eliminate department
chairmen).
William Howard Martin is Senior Vice-President of the Catahoula Bank in
Harrisonburg, Louisiana. He has published short stories and poetry in
numerous literary magazines and currently has two novels under review by
publishers. A graduate of Northeast Louisiana University, he claims that his
education has come primarily "from time spent on our courthouse square
listening, and from years of observation of people .... banking is educational
too.''
WilliamS. Penn, Jr. is an Assistant Professor of Marketing at San Jose State
University and an independent business consultant. He spent twenty years in
the oil business in California, then joined the Stanford Research Institute to
avoid a promotional transfer to New York City. Subsequently, he worked for
Management & Economics Research, Inc., before becoming a "truly independent" consultant. He has edited the "Marketing Abstracts" section of the
Journal of Marketing for twenty years.
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J. Edwin Saunders, a manager at Market Support and Electronics Company,
has an extensive background in marketing and economic research for
petroleum, machine tool, insurance, and financial companies. He has also
worked as a consultant for electronics frrms.
Harold Schechter is an Assistant Professor of English at Queens College of the
City University of New York. He has published numerous articles on
American literature and popular culture in such journals as English Language
Notes, Studies in Short Fiction, and The Journal of Popular Culture. He is
primarily interested in applying Jungian theory to the study of American
popular culture.
Shelby Steele, Assistant Professor of English at San Jose State University, has
previously taught at Southern Illinois University and the University of Utah.
His articles and short stories have been published by Black World, Journal of
Black Studies, Obsidian, and the Western Humanities Review.
Clinton Williams, Professor Emeritus of English and Humanities, taught at
San Jose State University from 1946 until1974. Since retiring, he reports to
his campus office only three days a week to attend to his editorial and writing
interests. This Little Room and Other Poems 1945-75 was published by
Talisman Literary Research, Inc. in 1975. "Recognitions" include poems
from a series currently under consideration by a publisher.
James C. Williams is Professor of History at Gavilan Community College in
Gilroy, California. During 1976-77, he was Rockefeller Fellow in Public
Historical Studies at the University of California, Santa Barbara, where he is a
Ph.D. candidate specializing in the history of technology. He has published
numerous articles in Journal of the West, College Community, Oregon
Historical Quarterly, and Community College Social Science Quarterly.
During his off-hours, he plays jazz piano at bars and honky-tonk pizza
palaces.
Robert H. Woodward is Professor of English and Associate Dean in the
School of Humanities and the Arts at San Jose State University. His extensive
bibliography includes The Craft of Prose, The Craft of Pottery, Success in
America, The Social Rebel in American Literature, Bibliography of Writings
by and about Harold Frederic, and The Co"espondence of Harold Frederic.
During 1977, he received a Sabbatical leave to write a biography about
Frederic.
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Announcements
THE HAROLD C. CRAIN AWARD IN PLAYWRITING
·~ living is made, Mr. Kemper, by selling something everybody needs at
least once a year. Yes, sir! And a million is made by producing
something that everybody needs every day. You artists produce
something that nobody needs at any time. You may sell a picture once
in a while, but you 'II make no living. "

Thorton Wilder, The Matchmaker
Although the playwright always returns to his typewriter, he also wonders
where he is going to sell the manuscript that results. The words that Thorton
Wilder put into Horace Vandergelder's mouth continue to haunt the artist.
The Harold C. Crain Award in Playwriting is designed to encourage authors
by proving Mr. Vandergelder wrong. The winner of the competition receives a
five hundred dollar award and a full scale production of his play by the San
Jose State University Theatre Arts Department.
During the first year of competition, 107 scripts from 28 states were
entered. Richard Dresser of Holden, Massachusetts received the first annual
award for his bitter-sweet play, Novelties: A Love Story.
To enter the 1977-78 competition, write
Professor Howard Burman
Department of Theatre Arts
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Articles appearing in San Jose Studies are indexed and/or abstracted in the
following publications:

Abstracts of Popular Culture
America: History and Life
Biological Abstracts
Historical Abstracts
H. W. Wilson Company Indexes
Language and Language Behavior Abstr(Jcts
Modern Humanities Research Association: Annual Bibliography
MLA International Bibliography
National Index of Literary Periodicals
Sociological Abstracts
Women Studies Abstracts
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Subscription Information
San Jose Studies is published three times per year in February, May and
November. Subscription prices are:
$ 8.00 per year for individuals ($10.00 for foreign subscriptions)
($14.00 for two years; $19.00 for three years)
$15.00 per year for institutions
($27 .00 for two years; $36.00 for three years)
$ 3.50 for single copies
Patron subscriptions are available for $50.00 per year. Benefactors may
subscribe for $100.00. Credit is given in the journal to patrons and
benefactors unless otherwise requested.
Individuals are requested to send payment with the order.
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